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CHAPTER 1 
 

 
 
We're in a beautiful glass convention hall, with tables tucked to one half, with dinner plates 
cleared, with hundreds of stylish people dancing around the other half. There's a bride—a 
beautiful redhead in a sleek, sleeveless gown—beaming in her husband's arms. They do a quick 
spin, and we see him; he's beaming even wider. He's attractive too, though he's batting up a 
couple notches; he seems so warm, so charming, so stupidly happy. His three-piece suit rivals 
her gown in fit and frill. Just past them, we see a sharply dressed guest—ALINA, 45—mingling 
with two other women. They're all wearing pant suits or blazers, hair pulled tight and sipping their 
upped cocktails. While the other two women chatter, Alina has her stony, bespectacled gaze fixed 
on someone just past the newlyweds. 
  



 
 
The object of Alina's attention is HELENE, 63. Whereas Alina hides behind her own prowess, 
Helene radiates ease, approachability. Her greying hair is buzzed short, and her legs are crossed 
at the knees beneath a modest navy dress. Her ivory earrings contrast her dark skin, and a long, 
beaded necklace accents the number. Helene watches the groom and bride with such grace and 
sincerity, admiring the purity and splendor of the moment; she's lost in thought as they dance. 
Alina's stare softens as she studies the older woman; then, for a brief second, their eyes meet. 
This catches Helene off guard, her smile disappearing as she realizes she is being watched. She 
sends Alina a nod, and Alina raises her glass very subtly, sending a hello back across the room. 
  



 
The music fades away, and the groom leaves his bride to retrieve a microphone: "Hi everyone. 
I've said it enough times tonight, and I know you're all thinking it too, but can we just take a few 
seconds to marvel at this beautiful woman." His bride blushes again, and even Alina feels elated. 
We see this beat unfold from her POV, as the groom continues: "Now, we've got her fine parents 
to thank for making sure she turned out so perfect, but there's someone here who is responsible 
for this gorgeous gown, and that same someone is largely responsible for how I've turned out...a 
verdict I'll leave up to you, but as far as I'm concerned, it means I owe this very special person a 
lot." He and his bride turn their focus to Helene, who doesn't want the spotlight, but she's got it 
now. Someone shouts drunkenly "We love you, Helene!", followed by a steady, graduated cheer. 
Then, the groom again: "Helene, I can't imagine working for anyone else; I've learned more from 
you in our decade together than any other mentor or teacher or textbook could show me. I admit, 
I was a little offended when Rebecca wouldn't let me design her dress...I'm good enough for Kate 
Middleton to call multiple times, but apparently not for my own wife on her biggest day. That's 
reassuring...." The crowd chuckles. "Really though, Helene, I'm not good enough for you. Nobody 
is. I remain humbled by your kindness and talents." We see Helene smiling timidly, frozen from 
the attention; Alina is frozen too, her stare affixed to Helene, even as the groom concludes: 
"Thank you for making this beautiful gown, and for being here with us today. We love you, so 
much. May I have a dance?" More cheers as the music resumes with an up-tempo number, as 
Helene extends her hand to the gentleman and accepts his invitation. Then quickly, once more, 
her eyes look over to Alina, as if to seek permission, or perhaps to boast. 
  



 
 
As the song ends, one of Alina's friends turns to the other: "Honey, let's dance. Come on, we 
never get to." They set down their cocktails, grab hands, and steer towards the action. The other 
turns to Alina: "Are you coming? You gotta dance to at least one song...don't be so pouty!" Then 
they're gone. Alina sips her martini, surveying the room and wishing she could disappear. With a 
deep breath, she builds an ounce of energy to follow her friends and join the mob. She slinks to 
the dance floor as the music changes to another slow song. She steers nervously toward Helene 
as the groom hugs her and kisses her cheek; it's taking Alina a lot of courage to make this 
approach. The bride comes over to hug Helene as well, before reuniting with her new husband for 
the next song. Helene turns away from them, right into Alina's care. Helene's smile falls flat, as 
she is unsure again how to handle this attention. She says to Alina: "I thought you were just going 
to stare all night. Make me sit there, looking like a spinster." She extends her left hand to Alina; 
there's a wedding ring on it. "So here, why don't I ask you to dance, then?" She emphasizes the 
"I" and "you". They both relax as Alina accepts the offer. 
  



 
 
The night is over, and the crowd slowly pours out onto the street: Brooklyn's Eastern Parkway, in 
Prospect Heights. We see the exterior of the building, the massive Brooklyn Museum, beaming 
like the bride. Alina is alone; she lights a cigarette and crosses the busy street to a boulevard, 
then across another one-way street before tossing the cig and entering her own front door; the 
venue location could not have been more convenient. We follow her through the lobby, then up 
one set of stairs, then down a long hallway, then into her apartment. It's stunning, as sharply 
appointed as one would expect from an Eastern Parkway pre-war occupied by a posh power 
lesbian. She untucks and unbuttons her blouse to relax, then pulls out her ponytail before 
removing her heels. She walks to the bathroom door. It's closed, and there is a faucet running on 
the other side of it. She knocks a couple times: "Are you almost done? Could you draw the bath 
for me?" The door opens, and we see Helene there, in her pajamas, prepared for bed. "All done. 
I'll let you draw it. In 20 years, I haven't once gotten the temperature right." She scoots past Alina, 
then into the bedroom, shutting the door behind her. Alina sighs to herself, then walks to the tub 
to turn on the water. She cranks the cold handle, and we cut to black. 
 
 
 



CHAPTER 2 

 
WARD, 44, a wavy-haired Hispanic man in a buttoned-up vest, yells at Alina from across his 
desk: "What do you mean it's not finished? The advance covers you through tomorrow. Will it be 
finished tomorrow?" Alina's eyes go wide and she shrugs her shoulders halfway up the sides of 
her head. "No, are you kidding me?" she says. "I'm stuck. I'm still stuck. I have hit a wall and I can 
go no further. I am out of ideas, forever. No more ideas. Nunca." Ward, quieter, but agitated: "You 
know I can drop you whenever I want to, right? You know that I always stick my neck out for you 
and the last two years have really compromised my reputation because I'm always defending 
your sorry excuses...you know that, right?" This has Alina laughing, but not in a sinister way. It 
suggests he has said something that they both find funny. Her tone is soft now: "Ward. We had 
this exact conversation after the last book, and you know I'm trying to work my way through this, 
but I need a couple more months." He's speechless, then flicks his hands like he's waiting on her 
to offer a solution. Her reaction: "I've been there for you, man. I have fucking been there for you. 
Maybe that's why you can't leave me. Maybe you're stuck with me and I'm stuck with you, huh?" 
  



	
 
Now Ward offers a solution: "How can I help? Huh? How can we prevent this from happening 
time and time again? You're a publisher's nightmare. Hell, you're my nightmare." Alina sulks, but 
is quick with a retort: "Then why do they keep asking for more? Seems I'm doing something 
right." A pause, as Ward struggles to find the words to argue back, as if it's worth his bother. Alina 
again: "How about an assistant?" // "You can't afford an assistant." // "You know damn well I can 
afford 30 assistants, especially if I can afford to keep paying you. Can we please stop arguing?" 
He drops his defense, and closes his eyes as he speaks: "What will this assistant do? Do you 
need me to come by the apartment more? Help out with Helene?" // "Mmm, no, don't be crazy. 
The assistant could help there, I guess. But I always need help brainstorming plot ideas. 
Answering fan mail. Doing top edits. Maybe ghostwriting here and there if they're good enough, to 
help on first drafts..." // "You would need someone in here, like, ASAP." // "Yes." // "I actually 
know of somebody." // "Yeah?" // "She's a smart kid. Quinn Healy's assistant. His game has really 
picked up since she came along. Just finished his best, if you ask me." // "So why steal her?" // 
"Because he's fucking her. And it's going to ruin his marriage." // "Ha! That's too good. Jesus. So 
she's hot. If Healy's into her, she's definitely hot." // "I won't answer that. She writes like you, 
though. I think you would both benefit from one another. I'll set it up. Just...hurry the hell up and 
get this book done." 



 
 
Alina prepares a French press in the kitchen when her buzzer rings. Cut to: Alina opening the 
front door, and we see TRACEY, 25, for the first time. She's more average than we would have 
guessed—Tracey's department-store jacket and unkempt hair command little praise—and 
although she's doing nothing to highlight her angular facial features, piercing eyes, and full lips, 
we do see some potential. And so does Alina. There's just half a beat too much as they study 
each other, before Tracey sticks out her hand. "Hi Ms. Elgin. Tracey Gorman. It's...such an honor 
to meet you." Alina smiles, shakes Tracey's hand, and invites the young woman inside. "Any 
coffee?" Alina asks. Tracey: "Oh, yes, but only if you're making some for yourself, too." // "I am. 
How do you take it?" // "However you take yours is fine, thanks." // "Well, aren't we agreeable 
then?" // "I figure if I'm going to become a better writer, I should start copying my idols." // "Ha, 
well, at some   point I'm going to need you to disagree with me, Tracey."  
  



 
 
The two women are mid-conversation after coffee: "I read some of your stuff. Ward sent it to me," 
Alina says. "It's really insightful. You're giving up a promising career as a journalist to pursue 
publishing. I hope you know." Tracey blushes. "Well, I like to think it will pay off when I'm a 
novelist." // "I like your confidence. It'll get you far." There's a charged pause; Tracey doesn't 
know how to accept the compliment aside from a shy smile. "I'll put these dishes away," Alina 
says. She takes the mugs and snack plates to the kitchen, then rinses them in the sink. "It's so 
nice meeting you," she shouts, so that Tracey can hear her in the next room. She dries her hands 
and walks back into the living room, where Tracey is showcasing a new look: She has pulled her 
hair back and down, and has put on some thick-rimmed glasses—they look just like Alina's. "Oh, 
that was a quick transformation..." Alina says, somewhat unnerved as Tracey grins back.  
  



 
 
"I get such a headache without them on, after the whole day," Tracey says of her glasses. "They 
help me relax. I have a date, though. I hope I don't look too dorky." "Dorky? What's that say about 
me?" Alina asks. // "Oh gosh, I would never... you're the most chic woman I've met. And your wife 
is so regal. You're not dorky." // "Good save..." // "Speaking of chic...what's that fragrance you're 
wearing? It's so...mmm, powerful." // "Oh, it's my favorite. It's called Nanban. From Arquiste." 
Alina extends her neck towards Tracey, as if to invite her for a closer account of the scent. Tracey 
accepts the offer, and they share a brief, intimate moment as Tracey's nose barely grazes Alina's 
neck. "It's incredible, really," Tracey says, her face now just inches away from Alina's. "Here, 
wear some tonight," Alina says, disrupting their moment to retrieve the bottle. She sprays each of 
Tracey's wrists, then shows her how to dab the scent on her pulse points. "He'll like that." // 
"She," Tracey says. "She'll like that." It's not the response Alina expected. None of this was.  
  



CHAPTER 3 

 
 
Lots of chopping: chopping onions, chopping carrots, chopping celery, chopping potatoes. Alina, 
Helene, and Ward are busy in the kitchen, as a chicken-stock broth boils on the stove. Ward 
finishes the celery and eases it into the stew. He grabs a bottle of wine and searches for the 
corkscrew. Helene adds her potatoes to the mix, and suddenly an errant carrot flies into the 
water, startling her with a splash. Alina snickers from five feet away. "Not funny," Helene says, 
just before another one plops into the cauldron. "Honey. Enough," she mutters, annoyed. She 
grabs Alina's plate of carrots and adds them to the stew herself. Ward has poured three glasses 
of wine now, giving two to Alina. She brings one to her wife and forces eye contact upon clinking 
them together. "To good health," Alina says. "I love you." Helene responds with "I love you, too" 
and musters enough enthusiasm for a kiss. They toast Ward as well, who thanks them for their 
hospitality. Then the doorbell rings. We cut to Alina opening the door, revealing the other dinner 
guest: a more refined Tracey, looking suave enough to keep court with this company. "Hello," she 
says with an attractive confidence, with a smile.  
  



 
 
"It's a pleasure to meet you," Helene says to Tracey as she pours her a glass of wine. Alina and 
Ward sit on a love seat nearby, with Alina keeping an ear on the other conversation. "Oh please," 
Tracey says. "The pleasure is mine. Every woman and gay man I know will be jealous of my 
meeting you. You're just as beautiful in person. And…I've never had to think so hard about what I 
was going to wear." "Well, you look very elegant, I assure you," says Helene. "And natural. It's 
important to feel comfortable in your clothes, not wear something you think you need to be 
wearing just to fit in. You did a great job. I love this blouse... Proenza, right? Last spring?" Tracey 
blushes. "Yes. Wow. You're good." "I wish I didn't know as much about clothes," Helene says. 
"Tell me, though, about your writing. Alina has said terrific things about you, and she showed me 
your essays. I was very moved." Tracey is beside herself: "YOU read my essays? I was nervous 
enough about Alina reading them. You two are like, every woman's idols. You didn't seriously like 
them? I'm embarrassed; I wrote those when I was 23. I hardly had a point of view." // "How old 
are you now?" // "I turn 25 in six months." Helene chuckles at the phrasing, then adds: "Younger 
than Alina when she really got started. Around when she and I met. You remind me of her." Now, 
Alina interrupts: "That's exactly what I thought, too, Tracey." A group toast follows. 
  



 
 
Mid-dinner, Tracey excuses herself to the restroom. As soon as she is gone, the remaining three 
unload about her. "Now you see why Quinn Healy was so enamored," Ward says. "She was his 
muse." "Yes," says Alina. "She's so intelligent. Her energy is magnetic, but terrifying all at once. 
I'm fascinated." "She's exactly what you need," Helene adds. "She could be the same for you as 
Kyle has been for me...hell, even I'm feeling young again, just sitting beside her. Ward,   another 
bottle?" He goes to the wine rack as Alina slips away to the bedroom: "I'm going to take my 
contacts out." She steps into the bedroom, where she discovers Tracey browsing various framed 
images and paintings. "Oh, hi there." Tracey isn't startled, as if she thinks it's perfectly fine to 
have lingered in Alina and Helene's bedroom. "I just wanted to see your artwork." Alina takes her 
contacts out in the vanity, and once she slides her glasses on, she sees that Tracey is hovering 
behind her, having seated herself at the end of the bed. Alina is careful to not look up, aware she 
is being studied. However, for just a split second, she does: Tracey's intense, hungry stare 
breaks into a smirk. "I'll be right out," Alina says, suggesting that Tracey excuse herself. "Sure, of 
course," Tracey replies as she steps away. In her moment alone, Alina closes her eyes and 
imagines herself and Tracey falling back onto the bed in a naked embrace. Alina jolts up from her 
vanity, wipes her brow, and returns to the dinner party. 
  



 
"So you both met when Alina was my age?" Tracey asks the couple over dessert. "Yes," Helene 
says. "She was covering my show for Vanity Fair, and I saw her backstage. She had already 
interviewed me a week earlier and had just captivated me, so when she was in the staging area, 
it felt like the right chance to ask her for a drink, even amidst the madness as I tried to get my 
models ready." "She wanted to keep talking with me," Alina says. "And I could only do that if I 
followed her around and helped powder the girls and let her talk whenever she had a free 
second. I just got to see her in her element, and she was so calm, so sure of herself, so radiant. 
She was married at the time..." "...to a man," Helene finishes Alina's sentence. Then Tracey 
jumps in: "Harvey Kleinhaus, the news producer. I read your Wikpedia." "Ha, well, it's not all 
accurate...don't trust everything. A lot of people think we had already split up, but the truth is that I 
called it off when Alina came along. He had already been cheating on me, which I didn't know, 
and so my leaving made it easy for him to just publicly transition to her, and they eventually 
married. So I got out with a hot young girlfriend and everyone thinking I was going through a 
strange rebound phase. Twenty years later..." "And I'm not so hot and young anymore," Alina 
jokes. It should be funny, but there is some resentment in her tone. "Helene introduced me to her 
friend, who was Ward's boss. Ward and I were the same age, and he was looking for his first 
couple clients as a junior agent." Now Ward chimes in: "So Alina and I have been together just as 
long." "Wow," Tracey remarks as she swirls the last of her wine around in her glass. "Y'all have 
some serious history. And Ward, do you have a girlfriend or anything?" Ward has a trained 
response for this: "Yes, I was married, but she passed two years ago." // "Oh. Sorry." // "Thank 
you." // "How did she die?" He doesn't have a trained response for this. He's a bit put off, but 
there's no need to dance around the truth: "Bad kidneys," he says, punctuated just enough to 
make Tracey recoil in embarrassment. 
  



 
Alina and Helene are in the bedroom now—Helene reading with a dim glow from a bedside lamp, 
and Alina picking out her next day's outfit. Alina hangs her clothes on the door hook, and sits at 
the vanity to brush her hair. She grabs the brush, and notices that it's entirely clean of any 
tangled knots. "Did you clean out my hairbrush?" she asks Helene. "Hmm? No," Helene replies. 
"That's just gross." "Maybe the cleaning lady, then," Alina says. "Maybe," Helene agrees, hardly 
listening. Alina brushes out her hair, as flashes of her earlier fantasy re-enter her thoughts. She 
stifles them quickly, but feels aroused from the idea. She turns to her wife: "Put the book down, 
honey." // "Sorry?" // "I want you. I want you like I wanted you twenty years ago. With that kind of 
fire." // "I don't have that kind of fire, Alina. And I can't just turn it on." She keeps reading, as if the 
conversation is over. "Well, I'm the same age now as you were then. So maybe it's my turn to 
teach you. Put the book down." She steals the book and takes her wife's hands. "Baby, it's me. 
It's Alina. Your wife. Of 20 goddamn years. Eighteen of which were really fucking wild. I want to 
make you well again. Can you give me that chance? Can you give us that chance?" Silence, as 
Helene struggles for a meaningful response. Alina continues with a joke: "Can you take your shirt 
off so I can remind you what it's like?" "Fine," Helene laughs. "You got bossy." // "Yeah, while you 
went soft. Panties too, darling." // "These hardly qualify as panties." Alina slides them off, while 
imagining in her head that Tracey is lingering in the doorway, watching the two of them in all their 
intimacy. 
  



CHAPTER 4 

 
 
A manuscript thumps down atop Ward's desk. He looks up at Alina: "You could have emailed it to 
me." "I know," she replies. "But this felt more dramatic. I'm a few chapters shy, but I think they'll 
like what's there so far." Ward leafs through the pages. "What happens to Erica after her mother 
kills herself?" he asks of the story's plot. Alina goes on to explain the storyline, which involves a 
woman who hires a ghost whisperer after her mother commits suicide, and is determined to 
admonish any guilt. Things get weird when she and the ghost whisperer fall in love, and her 
deceased mother, who disapproves of the lesbian love affair, starts communicating her anger. 
“So, the whisperer Chantal is stuck between them as lover, enemy, medium..." Alina says as she 
completes the pitch. Ward nods his head: "Into it. Wait, it looks here like you later give Chantal 
the narration?" // "Yes, we switch to her point of view midway through. That was Tracey's idea." // 
"Oh, great. So Tracey’s being helpful?" // "Quite. She's smart. And she listens. Asks questions. 
Makes suggestions." // "Can she turn back time and give me a completed novel, like, two months 
ago?" // "I'm starting to think she can make anything happen," Alina says.  
  



 
 
Ward and Alina's last few lines pour into a scene where Alina and Tracey work together from 
Alina's living room. We hear Alina say "She's smart…" as the two women compare notes; Tracey 
makes some kind of suggestion, speaking passionately while captivating Alina. Next, "And she 
listens..." as Tracey studies Alina intently; she's receiving feedback but is enamored by her 
mentor. ... "Asks questions... makes suggestions..." as Alina reads red-inked notes that have 
been written in the manuscript, pleased with what she sees. ... "Can she turn back time and give 
me a completed novel, like, two months ago?" as Tracey pours coffee in the kitchen; she has 
peeled off her button up to reveal a tank top and is now wearing her glasses, while Alina studies 
every curve of her body, fixated, from behind. ... "I'm starting to think she can make anything 
happen..." as we cut to the bedroom. It's many hours later, and Alina and Helene are ensnared in 
each other's arms. Helene looks like she's actually enjoying herself, and it's her turn to speak as 
Alina rolls off to her side: "What's gotten into you, Alina? Wow."  
  



 
 
"Wow. What's gotten into you?" Ward asks Alina, waving the manuscript rapturously. "It's terrific. 
Jesus; everything is so melodic, so passionate. I didn't think you had a knack for romance 
anymore." "That makes two of us," Alina replies. "Or maybe three of us." "You really like it, 
though, huh? I was worried about your reaction because of, you know, the death stuff. The 
burden stuff." // "I did think some of it felt familiar. But you have to steal from your own life, from 
your relationships with people," Ward reassures her. "That's what makes these things feel real. It 
never felt invasive or too familiar, don't worry." // "Right, because you aren't fucking your 
medium." // “My problems would only just be beginning." A pause as they both chuckle. "Really, 
it's fine," Ward tells Alina. "You have my blessing here. Especially because the writing is so damn 
good. Just don't tell anyone I was your inspiration, yeah?" // "Of course not. I'm so glad you like it, 
Ward. Thank you. For everything, yet again."  
  



 
 
We're back in the living room, as Alina and Tracey toil over the manuscript. Tracey abruptly stops 
what she's doing and directs a question at Alina: "What's Ward's story?" "What do you want to 
know?" Alina replies, without looking up. Tracey doesn't miss a beat: "His wife. She died two 
years ago of bad kidneys. That's all he said. Is he ok?" Alina closes her laptop, now engaged: 
"Better than he has been. He, uh... he gave her one of his kidneys after hers gave out, and it 
failed her shortly after. So he blames himself, which he shouldn't do." // "Jesus." // "He slept here 
for a long time after that. Maybe a year. He's a brother to us, you know?" // "So, he's not back on 
the market or anything? I guess I wouldn't want to be for a while." // "We're not worried about that 
as much as we are his peace with the whole matter. They were ready to have kids; probably 
would have one right now. They just bought the house in Westchester, which is why he couldn't 
go back there for so long. You lose your love, you lose your life...until you can see a new one 
taking shape. We hope he sees it soon." With that, Alina purses a smile and resumes her work. 
  



 
 
Alina and Tracey walk into the apartment with iced coffees in hand, debating the final chapter in 
the book. Tracey wants a downer ending, but Alina wants redemption for the protagonist; she 
typically has downer endings and believes it has become predictable. "I don't want people 
thinking she has her life figured out," Alina says. "But I want to leave the door open to that. I've 
put her through hell, almost literally, and I'd like to end on the slightest opportunity for hope, even 
when she's being choked out by fear. Like, she sees the tiniest sliver of light..." Now they're in the 
apartment. "Ok, ok, I agree I guess," Tracey concedes. "Maybe that leaves things open for a 
sequel too." // "I LOVE where your head is at," Alina laughs, poking Tracey just below her 
shoulder. It's an odd moment, one which has no verbal follow up, one that has them locking eyes, 
and smiling, and has Tracey reaching again for Alina's hand, and placing it back near that point, 
except lower, on her breast, and then placing her own hand around Alina's waist. A moment that 
has them inching toward one another, has their lips embrace, their tongues tied, their hands 
roaming, roaming, roaming...until Alina stops everything. "Helene," she says. "I can't do this to 
Helene. I want to do this, but I can't do this. Also, I like working with you. Let's acknowledge an 
attraction, and leave it be. OK? No harm, no foul." Tracey nods, although she seems hurt. "OK." // 
"And let's call it a day. OK?" // "OK."  
  



CHAPTER 5 

 
 
Alina hustles into the waiting room of a doctor's office. The secretary recognizes her: "Hi Ms. 
Elgin. She's in with Doctor Hanson now. Should be done any minute; why don't you take a seat?" 
// "Can I go in?" // "Not now, sorry. She'll be done any minute." Alina finds a chair. Thirty minutes 
go by before Helene emerges. She looks upset; Alina rises to receive her: "Honey, is 
everything..." Helene cuts her off: "How could you be late to this one? What could possibly be 
more important?" // "The publisher lunch, you know, Helene. You didn't have to change the 
appointment at the last minute... I tried to be here. Is everything OK?" // "Everything is fine. I'm 
fine." // "Wait, like... fine with your lungs? Or with us?" // "With my lungs. It's done. It's over." // 
"Honey. WOW..." Alina starts to cry, and then Helene breaks ever so subtly. "I can't believe it," 
Helene manages to say. "Me either," Alina adds. "Thank God."  
  



 
 
In the taxi home, Alina takes Helene's hand as they both stare out the windows. "Let's go 
somewhere," Alina says. "To celebrate. To clear our minds for a while. You're between seasons, 
I've got the draft in, we could escape for a few weeks. You've earned it." Helene doesn't miss a 
beat: "I've already booked something." // "Oh...? Where are we going then?" // "Just me. I'm going 
alone." // "Sorry, what?" Alina pulls her hand away from Helene's. "That's not like you. Why would 
you go someplace without me, without even telling me, or asking me how I would feel? Because 
suddenly I feel like shit." // "I need some time alone, Alina. Badly." // "At the doctor's office, when I 
asked if things were fine with your lungs, or with us... you just said that your lungs were OK." A 
pause. "Are things not fine with us?" // "They haven't been, and you know it." // "Yeah, well I've 
been under the belief that we could rebound from it, once you got your energy back. Once we got 
you back. I've been waiting for you this whole time, patiently." // "I suddenly feel very free, Alina 
dear. And I want to be free. I want us to be divorced." Alina asks the cab driver to pull over. "Get 
out," she says to Helene. "Be free, if that's what you want. You're healthy now, you can walk 
fucking home. Don't inhale any smog, you ungrateful louse." Without a word, Helene does as she 
is told.  
  



 
Alina sobs in the bathroom as we hear the front door open and shut. She covers her mouth with a 
towel to mask the deep breaths, and she listens intently as Helene crosses the living room and 
enters the bedroom, which is attached to the bathroom. The footsteps stop just outside the door. 
Then, Helene speaks: "The apartment is mine, as you know. I spoke with Ward just now, and he'll 
let you stay with him, as long as you need. You cannot stay here tonight; I don't want a drawn-out 
goodbye, so I'll arrange someone to send you your things as soon as you decide where to 
receive them." Alina changes direction: "What if you had stayed sick? Was I just here as your 
caretaker? My career took a very significant hit; I risked professional relationships, and helped 
you sew buttons on your goddamn blazers. The number of nights I couldn't fall 
asleep...wondering why our marriage seemed to be falling apart, despite my loyalty and 
selflessness toward you. And I even gave you the benefit of the doubt, like 'Oh, she thinks she's 
going to die soon, this is excusable behavior. I'll just be a good wife, and wait it out, knowing she'll 
survive, knowing we'll survive.' You're so old now, Helene. Who's going to take you? Take care of 
you if you get sick again? How can you do any better? You own half my life, all my focus, and...all 
of that is disposable to you. Are you fucking proud of yourself?" She's done yelling, and she 
opens the door to face Helene. Her wife stands there, poised. No tears. She looks like a portrait, 
a painting. After a few beats, she speaks: "I am very proud of myself." Alina slams the door.  
  



 
 
Ward opens his front door. "Hi my babe," he says to a sullen Alina. "I've got dinner on the way, 
and wine. Lots of wine. And a chocolate ice cream cake in the freezer, since it's your favorite." 
"All that sounds like we're celebrating something," Alina says as she sets her bags down inside. 
"Maybe take them to Helene, celebrate her freedom, her new lease on life." // "Maybe, uh, maybe 
this is YOUR new lease on life too, Alina. Er, um, I won't go down that road yet. You need time. I 
should know that better than anyone." // "Do you suppose it's easier to lose a spouse to death or 
to selfishness?" // "Sorry?" // "Not to be a prat. But I hate knowing she can go out there and make 
herself happy while she juxtaposes it all against me, like I'm the thing that brought her down. At 
least your wife can't make you miserable by searching for your replacement...by quote unquote 
LIVING." // "I can call a hotel if you like..." // "Sorry. Jesus, sorry. I'm processing, Ward. I'm sorry. 
Let's get the wine? And the cake...."  
 
  



 
 
Alina can't sleep, for obvious reasons. She sniffles, then gets up and teeters toward the kitchen. 
She fills a glass of water. As she drinks, she hears Ward's voice coming from his bedroom. Alina 
tiptoes over to the door, and listens carefully. It's like he's carrying on a conversation with 
someone else, except he's very clearly alone: "I have to sell it. It's too big.... Well, yes, Alina's 
here for a little while, but I can still put it on the market. Then find a one-bedroom in the city, try 
the bachelor thing again.... Oh, stop being so sensitive. What good is this place to me? This is the 
first time the kid’s room as been used. Do you want me sulking here? I need to get on with things, 
try to be happy. For me. ... Yes I still want you around but... No, Amanda, listen... Listen! That's 
what I would have wanted for you.... Oh, don't give me that. Bull shit. Bulllll shit...." Alina's eyes 
are wide, but she feels bad for eavesdropping, and for Ward. So, she slinks back to her bedroom, 
none the happier.   
  



CHAPTER 6 

 
 
Tracey drops her tote in Ward's living room. Alina, a nervous wreck already, now has the added 
guilt of making Tracey travel further for work. "Sorry," she says. "I'm going to pay you $500 more 
every month, to cover the commute, and the inconvenience. And Ward says you can crash here if 
we ever work too late. The couch is a nice day bed, too." "It's fine," Tracey replies. "I mean, 
walking a few blocks was kind of perfect, but I always heard nice things about Westchester. 
Besides, this is temporary, right?" // "Yes. It has to be. I need to be back in the city, in Brooklyn. In 
Prospect Heights. It's my home." She takes a deep breath, and collects her thoughts: "Sorry. 
Sorry. Or...thank you. Thank you for coming all this way, without any notice. I think with your help 
I can make this more temporary than it otherwise would be." Tracey comes in for a hug: "It's my 
pleasure," she says, smiling warmly as she consoles her mentor. "I'll help you, in whatever way I 
can."  
 
  



 
 
Tracey readies the couch for sleep; she's spending the night. Alina and Ward stand behind her. 
"Day one, and it's already turning into an overnight," Alina remarks. "I'm sorry. And thank you. 
Again." "I don't care one bit, I assure you," Tracey says. Then, Ward: "Do you have everything 
you need? Toothbrush? More blankets? There are bath towels on the shelf in the restroom." // "I 
think I'm set, thank you." Alina chimes in: "What about proper pajamas? I have an extra set in my 
luggage. Come with me." Together, the two of them go to the guestroom, but Ward stays back. 
"Do you want red or blue?" Alina asks. "They're both from Helene, which is a lovely reality I'm 
going to have every day that I get dressed..." Behind her, Tracey is already stripped down to her 
underwear, sans anything up top. "I'll take red." Alina turns to see Tracey, and freezes. They lock 
eyes for maybe five seconds, maybe ten. Then Alina extends the pajamas to her mentee, who 
slowly dresses herself. The entire time, they keep eyes locked—it's intense and charged and 
terrifying and exhilarating. "Thank you," Tracey says after she finishes. "I feel very comfortable." 
She leaves, and a few seconds later, Ward enters: "Did she change in here? Someone sure gets 
comfortable fast..." 
  



 
 
Alina can't sleep, again. She tiptoes to the kitchen, careful not to wake Tracey. However, Tracey 
is already up: She's standing outside Ward's bedroom, listening through the door as he talks to 
himself, or to someone unknown. She gives the "Shhhh!" sign to Alina, but Alina grabs Tracey’s 
hand and pulls her into the guest bedroom: "It's his wife," she immediately explains. "He says he 
can still see her. She sits at the edge of his bed, whenever he's home. And they argue. He's 
gotten lots of help but, maybe she's really there?" // "Holy shit, that's heavy." // "I don't want you 
thinking any differently about him. He's carrying this on his back, going on two years now." 
Finally, Tracey cuts in: "He was talking about selling the house?" // "Well, yes. In the hope that 
she dissolves with it. This was supposed to be their daughter's room." // "Their daughter? Was 
she...?" // "...A few months along, yes." // "Please don't judge him." // "I won't. I totally believe in 
that stuff. It's real—they have unfinished business, and they want to make sure the people the left 
behind are taken care of. She probably wants him to start a family here, even if she can't be part 
of it." // "Well, that's not really on the menu, I don't think. Which is why he's having a hard time; he 
wants to sell, you know, to move on. ... Let's go to bed?" Tracey nods, pauses for a few 
seconds—was that an invitation?—then exits politely.  
  



 
 
After the door shuts behind Tracey, Alina stays upright on the edge of the bed. She's thinking to 
herself, torn between trying to sleep and opening the door again... She opens the door again. 
Tracey is there, as if she knew it would happen. Alina pulls her slowly into the room. She lays 
back on the bed. Tracey crawls atop her. They kiss playfully, and then passionately. Tracey's 
hand roams, and Alina relaxes, finally. Finally. She sits up, and helps Tracey remove her 
pajamas. As she unbuttons the silk top and pulls it back from both arms, she see the brand tag 
sewn into the neckline: "Helene." After a moment's pause, Alina stifles her restraint and pins 
Tracey to the bed as their shared fantasy is realized.   
  



 
A taxi carries Alina, Tracey, and Ward through midtown. Ward, in the passenger seat, is briefing 
the women on their upcoming meeting with Alina's publisher. Alina stares out the window through 
her sunglasses, only half paying attention. Tracey keeps looking over to her, annoyed that she 
isn't getting any attention or affection. So, she tickles her fingers around Alina's waistline—only 
playfully—until her boss turns and smiles coyly behind her sunglasses. With this cue, Tracey slips 
her hand down Alina's waistline while Ward chatters away, oblivious to any of it. He starts 
quizzing Alina, and she can only respond with a short "Right, noted" and "OK, got it". She seems 
indifferent to Tracey's aggression, or like she's trying to enjoy it but can't. They arrive at the office; 
Tracey's hand retreats, and she exits the car. Ward leaves his front seat, and opens Alina's door 
to help let her out. She's exhausted. He has a concerned stare: "How are you holding up, my 
dear?" // "Who, me? Oh, just fine, thank you. Today will be a good distraction. Work will be a 
good distraction." // "One day at a time, yeah?" // "Precisely." Ward kisses her on the cheek and 
follows Tracey into the building. Alina finds a kerchief, removes her sunglasses, and discreetly 
wipes away the mascara-stained tears before joining her colleagues.  
  



CHAPTER 7 

 
 
Alina stands outside her old apartment. She pushes the buzzer as she mutters to herself: "This is 
fucking humiliating." She covers the camera with her hand, just in time for Helene's voice: "Who 
is it?" // "It's Alina." // "Why?" // "What do you mean 'Why?'" // "WHY are you here?" // "Like I need 
a reason. Come on, I still have my keys. I was just being polite. I'm coming up." // "Your keys 
won't work..." Cut to: Alina unlocking the apartment door and walking in. "Keys work," she says. 
"It was worth a try," her wife responds, annoyed. Helene sits, very guarded, surrounded by 
packed moving boxes and holding a glass of wine in each hand; she offers one to her wife, who 
declines. "Alina, I've explained myself plenty by now. What do you need?" // "Well, first I need to 
pee, then you can tell me why everything is in boxes. I also came for some of my furniture. Just in 
time, it seems...you know half of this is mine." She lets herself into the bathroom, as Helene's 
eyes widen: "No, wait, honey...it's a mess in there!" Too late: Alina is locked inside, shocked at 
the dozen-something painkiller bottles that decorate the sink perimeter. 
  



 
Now they're both in the living room. Alina is panicking, as Helene fumbles for words: "I'm…sorry. 
I'm just…drained. I’m empty, I’m tired." Alina, furious: "And in pain. Still sick." // "Yes..." Helene 
pauses. "Still sick." A beat. “It’s back. But it’s in my spine now.” Alina has to process two 
emotions: Sorrow for Helene, and disappointment toward her: "No… no no no nononono. … 
Helene, honey. But…what? You thought you were doing me a favor? Is that your thought 
process?" // "Baby, I'm this miserable human. A shell of myself. I'm ready to give the brand to 
Kyle. I'll get rid of everything here. You're young enough to have another chapter, another love. 
You don't owe me your best years. I got mine from you, and I shouldn't steal yours in exchange." 
// "Jesus Christ, Helene. All of that is SO far from what matters right now. There’s only one right 
answer for me. Stop packing. Stop…giving in. I want us to spend all of our life together. Maybe 
you’ll outlive me, even! Let’s make that possible, at least. And don't give your entire label away 
yet. Kyle can wait. You're going to be fine, I promise... I'm... I'm moving back in. Right now." // 
“Alina, really, I think I’ll lose faster if I feel like I’m burdening you. The guilt of it all...” Alina sees a 
pack of cigarettes on the end table: "But smoking those won’t kill you faster? Seriously, Helene? 
Did you forget how we got here?" She pauses, her eyes begging for Helene to reply. Alina again: 
“Well?” Another pause. Finally: “I don’t know, Alina." She turns away. "Let’s try it, then. I suppose 
it will be nice for you to find my body when I fall over dead in the spring.” Very quickly, Alina loses 
herself to sobs, and Helene chokes back her wine before starting on Alina's glass.  
  



 
 
Tracey works from Alina and Helene's living room. She oozes discomfort as Alina unpacks boxes 
around her. Then, Tracey asks about the scene she's working on: "I'm stuck on this line, where 
Chantal tries leaving Erica. I don't think she actually wants to leave. I think she's doing it out of 
guilt." Alina, only half focused: "It's like a therapist dating her patient, right? She wants to keep 
things professional. ... It's the right thing to do, don't you think?" A pregnant pause… "Is it?" 
Tracey replies. "Listen, this is really weird for me, Alina. And I want to keep working for you, 
obviously..." // "It's no less weird for me. What happened was fun, but circumstances have 
changed. Don't wait for someone who's unavailable, especially when you're as young and hot as 
you are." // "That's not something most bosses say to their assistants." // "Then I had better learn 
to watch my tongue." // "I'm going to take my clothes off, and I'm going to lay on your bed. Do with 
that what you will." // "That's not something an assistant should say to her boss." Too late: Tracey 
is already walking into the bedroom. Alina lingers for a minute, her conscience going back and 
forth. She goes into the bedroom.  
  



 
 
A nurse draws Helene's blood as Alina squeezes the opposite hand. Helene turns and musters a 
warm smile to Alina, then mouths "Thank you." The nurse checks Helene's vitals before the 
doctor enters. "Hi Helene, Alina." She looks grim. "PET scans are showing that the metastasis is 
just in the spine. Not the best news, of course, but the best possible news given what we already 
know. So, now we can concentrate our efforts..." // Helene cuts in: "How much longer then?" A 
pause. "Maybe seven or nine months. That's just the average. Some people recover entirely." // 
"What percentage?" Helene's tone is direct, aggressive. // "Less than five percent will get past 
two years. But you already beat this once! And we've got you in good hands again." Helene 
squeezes Alina's hand, and nods as she processes all of this. Another warm smile to her wife, 
who struggles to return the gesture.  
  



 
 
Alina and Helene walk, hand in hand. They go south down Park Avenue, and through Madison 
Square Park, and Union Square, and Washington Square, and SoHo's cobbled side streets, and 
Chinatown, and the Brooklyn Bridge, and Downtown Brooklyn, and Borough Hall, and Cobble Hill, 
and Gowanus, and Park Slope, and past Prospect Park and the Soldiers' and Sailors' Arch and 
the Brooklyn Library and Botanic Gardens and Brooklyn Museum... and home. Cut to Helene in 
the bath, and Alina sitting outside the tub, fully clothed. A charcuterie plate rests atop a foot stool 
between them, and, of course, they have glasses of wine: "Two years is nothing," Alina says as 
they clink the glasses. "You're gonna make it another 40, easy." // "As long as you're here." // 
"What could possibly take me away from you?"  
 
  



CHAPTER 8 

 
 
Tracey emerges from her bed sheets and comes up for air; Alina catches her own breath as 
Tracey snuggles beside her. "Looks like we can both teach each other something," Alina laughs. 
Tracey goes to her dresser and returns with a joint, which she lights up and shares. "I love being 
close to you," Tracey says, somewhat vulnerably. "I want to climb inside your head and see what 
you see, do what you do, think how you think, and write the same way." Alina holds her tongue, 
unsure how to respond to something so intimate. Then, as she exhales smoke: "I think the way 
you see things, the way you write, the way you think...those should be things you're proud of. The 
world doesn't need another me. That won't do anyone any good. Maybe the world needs its first 
Tracey Gorman." // "Sure, but in the meantime, I can learn a lot by watching you, studying you, 
copying you. I mean, I'm writing a book in your voice, in your style." // "Well. Technically I'm 
writing the book in my voice, in my style. And you're following cues." Tracey pushed the wrong 
button, and she knows it. "But you're doing a terrific job," Alina says, trying to remedy the tone. 
Tracey takes a puff and smiles, but not sincerely.  
  



 
 
Alina sulks in Ward's office, her face in her palms. Ward is flabbergasted: "Wooooooooow. Wow. 
Wowowowowow." // From Alina's corner, a muffled "I knowwwwwww. What the hell do I do?" // 
"This is totally my fault, Alina." // "No it's not. I allowed it to happen." // "Well, she's doing the 
same thing with you as she did with Quinn Healy. He's got a restraining order on her now." // 
"WHAT?!" Alina springs up, shocked and upset at this news. // "After she came to work for you, 
she still kept showing up at his place. Started following his wife. Crazy shit." // "You never 
mentioned that she was a psychopath." // "Well, we didn't know that yet. Plus, she was helping 
you! I figured it would slow you back down if I pulled Tracey out. I thought maybe she was just 
crazy for Quinn or something. Not crazy all around." // "And now I'm paying her, and fucking 
her..." // "And cheating on Helene..." // "Thank you, for that. It didn't start that way, ass hole. I 
need to shake her, don't I?" // "The sooner, the better." // "Do you have another author you can 
pawn her off to?" // "I know better than to do that now." // "So I get to clean up your mess?" // "I'm 
not the one cheating on my sick wife with my assistant. This is your mess now." Alina collapses 
back into her own lap. "Ughhhhhhhhhhhhh!"  
 
  



 
Alina and Tracey work quietly at a coffee shop in the West Village. Alina keeps looking up from 
her computer, trying to find the right moment to say... something. Finally, Tracey looks up and 
their eyes meet. Alina freezes, and Tracey smiles warmly. Alina forces one in return, then Tracey 
resumes working. Finally, Alina finds her words: "Tracey, um. Can I talk to you about something?" 
// "Mhmm, what's up?" // "Um, I just wanted to say how good it's been working with you." // 
"Likewise. That's so sweet." Tracey grabs Alina's forearm. She draws her finger along the veins, 
before Alina pulls away. "Well, also, I wanted to say that now that we're done with this draft, I'm in 
the phase where I'm all set, you know? Like, the publisher and I work together, so they're kind of 
my second eyes, and second opinion." // "I'm contracted through the end, Alina." // "Yes! I know. 
An oversight on Ward's part. I was shocked yesterday when he told me that. He should know 
better; we've been working together for years..." Tracey starts to smell the BS. Alina continues: 
"And don't worry, you'll still be compensated for the whole contract. We're good for that." Tracey's 
trigger goes off: "This is about Helene." // "Why would you say that?" // "This isn't professional, it's 
personal." // "No, it's not personal. I'll even be your reference for other jobs. You'll be writing your 
own books in no time, I'm certain. This will help you get there faster." // "I know what I'm capable 
of, Alina. And I don't need to kiss your ass to get there." "So you're genuinely attracted to me?" 
Alina asks. A pause, followed by a staredown. "Yes." // "Then I'm breaking things off. And you're 
fired. Effective immediately." The stare continues, as Tracey's upper lip quivers furiously.   
  



 
"I'll call you a car," Alina says to a teary-eyed Tracey. They're outside the coffee shop. "I'll just 
have it drop you on Eastern Parkway." The car arrives, and Tracey climbs in the driver-side door. 
She leaves it open and goes to the far seat, then peers out: "Are you coming?" // "No, I'll get my 
own, thanks." // "We live a few blocks apart. I'll hold it together; I'm capable of that." Alina rolls her 
eyes: "Fine. Keep your hands to yourself." // "Jesus, seriously?" Tracey responds as the car 
moves. "You must think I'm desperate. You're the washed-up dyke in this outfit, FYI." Alina 
politely ignores her and turns to face the passing scenery. The car arrives outside Alina's 
apartment on Eastern Parkway. "This is good, thank you," Alina says to the driver. She turns to 
Tracey, whose makeup is smudged halfway down her face. Alina unremorsefully puts her hand 
on Tracey's shoulder: "We'll send you a check for outstanding dues. Good lu--" // "Fuck you." // 
"I'm sorry? You should be thanking me..." // "Helene threw you away. She didn't want you; she’d 
rather die alone. And now you're groveling. She's going to fucking croak and you're going to 
waste away waiting on her, when she doesn't even need you." // "Wow, and being with you would 
have been a more rational decision?" // "FUCK you." It's pure vitriol, rage, jealousy. Alina slaps 
Tracey, turning her brown cheek a deep red. Tracey instantly pounces, pulling off Alina's glasses 
and ripping out a lock of hair. The driver yells over them, reaching back to break up the quarrel. 
Alina kicks Tracey away, and even cuts her cheek with her sharp heel. "I'll see you in court," 
Tracey threatens. "Not after you get your second restraining order," Alina says. "I'm gonna 
blacklist you, bitch." "GET OUT OF MY CAR, BOTH OF YOU!" the driver screams. Tracey exits 
in a huff, still clasping a bunch of Alina's hair. Alina gathers everything and steps out her door, 
which is facing the street. Just then, a truck passes, too close to swerve away, and strikes. Alina 
hardly manages a scream before it rips her into a million goddamn pieces.  
  



 
 
Tracey screams, then scopes the scene, her mind racing. She sprints away as the taxi driver yells 
after her, as the truck driver weeps, as traffic stops and the ambulance and police approach. We 
hear their sirens still from inside Helene and Alina's apartment, where Helene washes produce 
and readies for dinner. She's rehearsing a speech of some sort, nervously juggling phrases into 
order: "I'm ready to fight. With you. Thank you. ... I'm going to fight. We're going to fight. ... Thank 
you for reminding me what is important. You are important. Let's fight together. I need your help. 
... Oof. I'm not the writer here, that's you. But thank you, for reminding me what's important. I 
want to fight. I am so grateful for you, I love you so much. I want to get better. I want us to get 
better..." She fills a glass of water, chokes back a handful of painkillers, then peeks out the 
window to survey the scene on the street. "A shame," she says as the respondents cover a 
corpse with a white sheet, as their lights blanket the boulevard in a sobering strobe. Helene 
instinctively does the sign of the cross, then returns to her dinner preparations. She checks the 
time, then locates two wine glasses, filling both as she smiles reflectively, graciously.  
  



CHAPTER 9 

 
 
Ward is in standstill traffic; numerous cars blare their horns in frustration. He's dressed in a black 
suit. He's sullen. He stares at a memorial leaflet on the seat beside him, at a photo of Alina. The 
driver behind him beeps her horn, bringing him out of his trance. He creeps forward a few car 
lengths. He's feeling overheated, so he rolls down his windows to let in some fresh air. The sound 
of a honking grows louder and louder. He takes a few deep breaths, but it isn't enough to calm 
him down. He pushes his car horn and lets out a loud, agitated wail. Cut to: Ward exiting his car 
at home, walking up to his front porch, and stopping. He takes three more deep breaths before 
entering. 
  



 
 
In his bedroom, Ward takes off the suit and tucks it away in his closet. Our POV is from inside the 
closet, and we see the bed behind him as he fusses with the garment bag. He leans in to hang it 
up, filling the frame, and when he retreats, there's a woman sitting on the edge of his bed. It's 
alarming to us, but not to him. He doesn't see her yet but he knows she's there; without turning 
around, he looks out the corner of his eye, and hesitates. She's caucasian, dressed very modern, 
hair pulled back. "Not now, Amanda," he says as his eyes fill with tears. "Please, just not now. 
Not tonight." "If today isn't indication that life is short, I don't know what is," she says without 
remorse. Ward leaves the bedroom without acknowledging her. She screams after him, but 
doesn't leave the room. "Ward! Honey! Ward! Come back here. Where are you going?!" He 
leaves the house, and sits on the front porch while he makes a call. It rings a couple times, then 
we hear Helene's voice: "Ward. Hi." // "Hi darling. Can I come keep you company?"  
  



 
 
"I keep seeing her everywhere," Helene says, staring into a glass of wine, tucked beneath a 
blanket in the corner of the couch. "I pray she'll just reappear. I don't know...so that I could say 
sorry, for giving up. Now what? She was the strong one. The brave one. The selfless one. I used 
to be the rock. When did that change? When did our balance shift? Why did I just throw her away 
like that? I thought it was good for her, to stop wasting away on me. Now it just feels like I got 
what I deserve, like I shoved her in front of that truck." She sniffles: "Sorry, I don't mean to play 
the victim here..." The rambling halts, and she offers a long enough pause for Ward to interject: 
"It's OK to feel shame, but it's important to make peace. The sooner, the better." // "What, with my 
six or seven months? If I even live that long, I hope it's because I suffer."  
  



 
 
Helene has fallen asleep on the couch. She's so much smaller than Ward, which we realize as he 
lifts and carries her into the bedroom. He tucks her in and dims the light, then goes to the 
bathroom to fill a glass of water, which he sets beside her. He stares forlorn at Helene, asleep 
without her other half. There's a photo on the bedside table; it's of the four of them—Alina and 
Helene, plus Ward and Amanda, the woman from his bedroom—they're all smiling near the 
beach; it must be Hawaii since they have leis around their necks. Ward turns again to the frail, old 
woman in bed, leans down and takes her hand. She squeezes, unconscious still, and takes a 
deep, clear breath—as if she is finally relaxing, for the first time in days. Ward gives her forehead 
a kiss, and at last leaves her to rest.  
  



 
 
Ward goes to the hall closet and pulls out some spare bed sheets; he's very automatic about 
converting the couch into a makeshift bed. He turns out the light and wraps himself in the sheets, 
then rolls over and shuts his eyes. He takes a few deep breaths, then opens his eyes again. 
Something is weird. There's someone else breathing in the room. "Helene?" He sits up in bed 
and looks into the dark living room. There's a silhouette there—a woman—but Helene's bedroom 
door is still shut. He turns on the light next to the couch, and we see her: Alina. Sitting in the 
loveseat across from him, just like she sat across from his desk. She's dressed up—a blazer and 
slacks—her legs are crossed, her eyebrow cocked. She stares at Ward, and he stares at her. Her 
smile grows, and he mutters "No fucking way." She mouths back: "Yes. Fucking. Way." 
  



CHAPTER 10 
 

 
"My therapy bill is big enough," Ward says to Alina. "And Lord knows this will kill Helene." Alina, 
still smiling: "So don't tell her, then. I'm here to see you." A pause, then Alina asks, sincerely: "Are 
you doing ok?" // "Why are you asking about me? Why aren't you asking about your wife?" // 
"How are YOU doing, Ward?" He's stunned. He doesn't know how he's feeling, especially given 
this. "I'm... lost. This all happened just as I was sure I was over everything. I must be going crazy; 
I don't believe you're here, too." // "I'm sorry that you're confused about everything. How's 
Tracey?" // "Really? You care how she's doing?" // "Yes. She's half the reason I'm here, right? Or 
rather, half the reason I'm not here." // "She came to the funeral. The cabbie said you two really 
went at it." // "What else did he say?" // "He didn't remember much, just that you two were fighting 
about something, and you had fired her maybe. I had to act surprised. But Tracey was really 
shook up. Helene has been very gracious to her. I hope that's OK. She doesn't want any bad 
blood, plus Tracey seems devastated." // "That's all fine. Good, actually. But back to you..." // 
"What about me?" // "You introduced me to her." // "You were behind on your deadlines!" // "Well 
how's this for deadline?" She waves both hands over her spectred self. // "So this is my fault?" // 
"I'm not saying that, Ward." // "You can't just appear here to blame me for this..." His voice raises 
for a second before he hushes the tone, careful not to wake Helene. Then Alina: "I'm not here to 
blame you. I'm here to ask your help." 
  



 
 
"I need you to look after her," Alina continues. "She's going to let herself go, I know it. She might 
even do something brash, because she doesn't see much use in carrying on. Especially now." // 
"Of course, Alina. You didn't even need to ask me that. Of course I'm going to look after her." // 
"I'm sorry to burden you with this." // "It's not a burden. She's family to me." // "I'd probably be 
writing some stupid mommy blog, married to an idiot banker if she hadn't come along. I'd rather 
be dead." She chuckles to herself. Ward is still too shocked to find any humor in this. "Alina, it's 
really nice to see you, albeit unexpected and a bit startling. But, is this... is this going to be a 
recurring thing?" // "You mean, since you're trying to escape it at home and this was supposed to 
be your safe space?" // "Exactly that, actually." // "Well, sorry. Yes. It's going to be a recurring 
thing." // "Then I'm going to take a Valium, turn out the lights, and put in my ear plugs." // "I wasn't 
finished...!" // Then, sarcastically to himself, as he turns out the lights: "What's MY point in 
carrying on?"  
  



 
 
It's late morning by the time Ward wakes up. He slowly opens his eyes, afraid to turn over and 
see if Alina is still there. He closes them again, takes a deep breath, and quickly turns toward the 
rest of the room. "Still here," Alina says at that very instant, crosslegged in the chair. "Jesus 
Christ," Ward screams; he half expected this but it startles him nevertheless. From the kitchen, 
Helene's voice: "Ward? Everything OK?" // "Yes Helene," he calls back to her. "Just having a 
pesky dream." Alina rolls her eyes and gives him the finger. Helene walks into the room with 
coffee and a fruit bowl. She can't see Alina. "You were practically knocked out. I didn't want to 
wake you. Here, darling; it's just what you like." // "Thank you, love. Sweet of you. I won't be a 
bump like this, I promise. Just the one night. It's me who should be helping you." He's trying his 
best to ignore Alina, to focus entirely on Helene so that she doesn't suspect anything strange is 
happening. She takes a couple steps backwards to sit exactly where Alina is. Alina jumps out and 
moves aside, just in time for her wife to sink into the chair. Then, Helene speaks: "So. Some big 
news. I'm going to shut down the business. I'm done. I'm done. I'm...," She fights for the words, 
closing her eyes as a tear falls. "I'm giving up." Now Ward turns to Alina, who is leaning against 
the opposite wall. She's fighting tears, too.  
 
  



 
 
Ward and Helene walk through the farmer's market at Prospect Park, stopping between booths to 
sample and buy food. As she examines some ears of corn, Helene asks a question: "So how are 
YOU, Ward?" // "Me? People keep asking me that." // "Well. You lost your best friend, your best 
client, and if you don't mind my saying, you don't have much else going for you without her, do 
you?" // "I've been trying to ignore that fact." // "So. How ARE you?" // "Are you trying to recruit 
me to harakiri, or...?" She manages a laugh; he's happy to see her smile. "I'm just worried about 
you," Helene says. "Just as I was done worrying about you. Now, I can't stop thinking about what 
you should do." // "Well? What do you think should I do?" // "I haven't any conclusions, or else I'd 
stop thinking about it." He purses his lips, like  "Yeah, hmm," and we cut back to Helene's 
apartment, as she and Ward eat dinner. We hear Alina's voice, shouting from the couch nearby: 
"Ask her about my book." Ward gives her a glare as Helene is distracted by the meal. Alina again: 
"Ask her!" Ward fumbles for words: "Helene?" She looks up, smiling. He continues: "What would 
you like to do with Alina's manuscript? I reckon the publisher will still want to print it." // "So print it, 
for God's sake. That's a no brainer." // "Well, it needs rewrites. Lots of them. It's great but there's 
a lot of change in direction." // "So have Tracey do it. She can work from here. I'd love the 
company." Alina, screaming again: "Plot twist!" 
  



 
 
Alina, barking loudly as the table gets cleared: "It makes sense! Tracey has the knack. She's a 
psycho bitch who better not mess up my final book, but you'll keep close watch! I'm just glad it'll 
get published. And that'll keep you afloat for a while too, Ward. It's great, right? Why don't you 
look more excited? Everyone wins! And if she works from here, I'll be able to keep track of her, 
too...Oooh, maybe I can haunt her?" Alina won't shut up, even after Ward leaves the living room 
for the kitchen. Helene is in there, loading the dishwasher. "Are you alright with me going home 
tonight?" he asks her. "I think I'll sleep better there." // "Wow, the tides have shifted, have they? 
Are you making progress with...everything?" // "Heaps. I'll be back first thing in the morning, and 
we can discuss the Tracey thing. If that's what you want." // "We both owe it to Alina to help get 
this book published." Cut to: Ward pulls up to his Westchester home. Instead of hesitating to go 
inside, he marches in, but the momentum dies just before the bedroom. After stopping to collect 
himself, he turns on the light and sees Amanda, who is sitting at the end of the bed, as always. 
Before she can say anything, he starts: "I'm selling the house." A long pause, then Amanda: 
"Where will I go?" // "I'm selling the house." // "Where will I go, Ward?" // "I'm selling the house, 
Amanda." // "Where. Will. I. Go?" // "I'm. Selling. The. House." // "WHERE WILL I GO?" // "I'M 
SELLING THE DAMN HOUSE." He's boiling now, and seals it: "I don't care where you go. As 
long as I never have to see you again." 



 

CHAPTER 11 

 
 
In Ward's office, he and Tracey sit across from one another. She looks surprised by something he 
has just said, though he seems none too excited. "Really?" Tracey stammers. "Was this your 
idea?" // "Not entirely. The publisher wants this book, and I think everyone owes it to Alina to get 
it printed. Wouldn't you agree?" His tone is pointed, but Tracey is too preoccupied to notice or 
care. "So are you my agent then? Oh my God, do I have an agent?! // "We'll draft a contract for 
something short term, for the project." // "This is great news!" // "You'll forgive me for not agreeing 
entirely, or perhaps for seeing the full picture." // "Let me have this moment, will you? How many 
times will I get to write my first book?" // "You   mean ghost write. And it's practically finished. 
Now..." He starts to list some logistics of the project, and we can see the anxiety flooding his face 
as he looks into her eyes, as we pan in on her terrifying, sociopathic smile. 
 
  



 
 
A real estate agent shows Ward's house to a young couple and their 5-year-old daughter. They 
like the place, and seem interested in buying it. Everything is quiet as the agent guides them into 
each room, but whenever we cut to Ward's POV (as he follows them around), we hear shrill 
screams from Amanda. While he answers a question about the master bathroom, she's behind 
the group, shouting "THIS IS OUR HOME. THIS WAS OUR LIFE. OURS. YOU CAN'T JUST 
HAND IT OVER TO THEM. WE BUILT THIS." She's sobbing, she's unhinged. Then, as he 
explains some design features in the kitchen: "WE WOULD HAVE ALL OF THIS IF IT WASN'T 
FOR YOU. IF YOU HADN'T KILLED ME, POISONED ME. HOW DARE YOU GIVE 
EVERYTHING WE BUILT TO THESE STRANGERS." We see him look over to her once, just for 
a split second, and the couple's daughter turns back to see what he's looking at. Amanda is there, 
in the doorframe of the bedroom, but only Ward can see her. He's poised nevertheless. He's 
really selling it with a smile. 
 
  



 
 
Ward enters Helene's apartment, and is greeted by both Helene and Tracey, cozied up on 
opposite sides of the couch. They're laughing and chatting with full mugs in hand. Alina sits in the 
chair before them, and as Helene says "Hi dear!", Alina turns to Ward, grinning widely, and says 
"Don't mind us, we're just catching up. Couple o' young gals gossiping over hot cocoa. No tears 
here." Ward ignores her, even sitting himself in her chair, which forces Alina to move as she 
mutters "Ass hole! I was sitting there. Jerk..." Ward is suspicious of this scene, but he tries to play 
friendly: "What a nice surprise. So good to see you smiling, Helene. "Tracey just stopped by with 
flowers, and thanked me for entrusting her with finishing the book," Helene says. "If everything is 
alright, she'll start this week." Then Tracey: "Everything's alright, isn't it?" Then Alina: "IS 
everything alright, Ward?" We don't see him respond, but we do see him mull it over for a few 
seconds, trying to stay poised. 
 
  



 
 
Ward and Tracey leave the building together. They're heading opposite directions. "I have an 
appointment this way," Ward starts. "But quickly, before I forget to say so..." Tracey smiles 
innocently, intently. He continues: "You are to follow my instructions throughout this entire 
process. I know what happened with you and Alina. Everything that happened. The affair. Your 
being fired. Everything. Your track record—even before you signed on with her—is a red flag. But 
I'm willing to see past that. For this book, and for Alina." Tracey isn't smiling so innocently now, 
but she's just as intent. Ward finishes: "My patience will be as short as the leash you're on." // 
"Are you going to give me a fair shot at this?" // "At what, finishing Alina's book, per the contract?" 
// "You're afraid to let me shine." // "For my own health, maybe." // "You'll see what I'm capable 
of." With that, she's off. 
 
  



 
 
A broker shows Ward around an apartment. It's a large 1BR, newly refurbished. "I'll take it. 
Absolutely." They shake hands. He exits onto Underhill in Prospect Heights, and we track him 
from the front as he walks away, toward Eastern Parkway. He steps onto the boulevard there, 
then points to the Soldiers and Sailors Arch. He's having a conversation with himself, just 
mumbling words—not in the same way he might converse with Amanda or Alina. He looks even 
more worn-down than ever, but upbeat, like he knows he will go no lower. He arrives to his 
parked car, gets inside, and breaks into a fit of laughter and tears. 
 
  



CHAPTER 12 

 
 
"Do you know anything I don't know?" Helene quizzes Ward over a quiet dinner out. She looks 
more fragile now, be it from ailing or mourning. "In regards to what?" Ward responds. "I can recite 
all of the James Bond movies in chronological order. Can you do that?" // "Very funny. No, about 
Alina and Tracey. Why did Alina fire her right before the accident?" // "Oh. Well, I think it was an 
ego thing. You know, Tracey encroaching on Alina's space, disregarding her institution, if you 
will." // "A shame, then. She's such a talent." // "She's no Alina." // "But I see it in her. I see Alina 
in her. I know it seems backwards to have her in my home again, but I just feel like Alina is there 
again, for some reason." Helene feels silly for saying this. Ward can only offer comfort: "Well, 
maybe Alina is there after all." Helene's voice cracks, sniffling: "I hope so." She nods to herself, 
staring down at her dinner. "Oh, I really hope so." 
  



 
 
Ward sits beside Helene at the doctor's office, in Alina's stead. We don't witness the 
conversation, but the doctor is delivering sobering news as they look at some scan results. 
Helene grips Ward's hand, and tries to stay poised. Cut to: We're in her apartment, and Ward 
brings her some hot tea. As is now custom, Alina lingers in the chair across from them. She's 
smiling happily though, observing her friend as he helps her wife. Then the front door opens: 
Tracey walks in with a "Hello!" and struggles for a second to get her key out of the lock. "Hi dear," 
Helene says back, suddenly perking up. "So happy to see you." Then, Alina to Ward, annoyed: 
"Helene gave her keys." The two of them observe Helene as she hugs Tracey and offers some 
tea. The two women chit chat in the kitchen as Alina and Ward sit silently. Then, Alina turns back 
to him with a slight shrug that says "At least Helene seems happy?" 
 
  



 
 
There's a manuscript on Ward's desk that reads "REVISIONS 1, TRACEY GORMAN". He cracks 
it open and leafs through. We fade through various shots of the pages turning, turning, turning. 
Then the phone rings: "Hey. I know. It's terrific. It's absolutely terrific." Cut to: Ward and Tracey at 
the publisher's office. Tracey is beaming, as if she's just heard good news. "Thank you, thank 
you. So sweet. I'm so humbled." The publisher, a stodgy, unenthusiastic woman, sits at 
the   edge of her seat. "Listen, I think there's a place for you here once this is all done. Do you 
have anything of your own to show, or some pitches we could entertain?" // "Yeah, I can bring 
you some things next week." // "Wonderful. And I assume Ward here will represent you?" 
Everyone smiles, but it feels a little forced. The publisher continues: "He'd be stupid not to, right 
Ward?" Now he's really forcing a smile. He wants to disappear. 
 
  



 
 
Ward and Tracey leave the publisher's office together. He looks indifferent now, but she's elated. 
"Let's get a drink and go over the notes," Ward says. "I can't. I have a date tonight," she replies 
as she puts on her sunglasses. "Sorry. I'll look at them later, or tomorrow maybe. I have to put 
some writing samples together. Anyway, sounds like there's not much left to do with the book." // 
"There's a lot to do yet, in fact. You've got to ground it in Alina's voice. It's reading a lot like your 
writing, not hers." // "Which will be good since obviously we'll share the byline." // "You know 
damn well that isn't happening." // "Look, Ward. I don't need to impress you. Now, I'm gonna go 
home and freshen up for my date." She playfully pinches his cheek and chuckles coyly before 
walking away; it's entirely inappropriate and crass. Yet again, Ward is speechless. 
 
  



 
 
Ward and Helene rest on a bench in Prospect Park, sipping coffee on an autumnal morning. "I 
don't know if I can walk home; I'm exhausted," Helene says. "I'm parked just over here," Ward 
responds. "Let me drive you back. He helps her walk slowly. "I should be stronger," Helene says. 
"But I stayed out late last night." // "Oh, doing what?" // "Tracey took me to dinner and the ballet." 
Ward rolls his eyes, which Helene doesn't see. He's terse with his reply: "Sounds lovely." // "I 
think it was a romantic thing," Helene says. "I couldn't tell, but it felt flirty to me. She's the one who 
asked me out, too. And she even paid for everything. She insisted. I said that that was absurd 
since, you know, she's probably not too well off. We took a taxi home and she kissed me on the 
lips. I didn't know what to do!" // "She's aggressive. That's so out of line, considering everything." 
// "But you know, I had a lot of fun. She's a lot of fun! Quite the sense of humor, and worldly, too. 
Really charming, and so bright eyed. The whole night, I forgot I was even sick." // "Well it sounds 
like you two could forge a good friendship, or maybe a mentorship." // "I don't know, Ward. She's 
coming over tonight. I invited her. And...I might let something happen. Just, for the hell of it. I 
gotta get on living, you know? I think this is what Alina would want." Close-up on Ward: He's 
fuming. 
 
  



CHAPTER 13 

 
A moving truck drives away from Ward's home. Inside, he's surveying each room one last time, to 
check for leftover belongings, or maybe for nostalgia's sake. Lastly, his bedroom: Amanda is 
there. She's standing where the bed used to be, sad, confused, broken. "Why have you sold our 
home, baby? Why are you putting me away?" Ward doesn't answer. He studies her, his eyes 
welling with water, as her questions continue and her volume grows. He turns and walks away as 
she shouts after him: "AREN'T YOU ASHAMED? YOU KILLED ME ONCE ALREADY, YOU 
CAN'T DO IT AGAIN." He exits the apartment, holding his breath, and exhales as he pushes the 
front door shut. Instantly, her voice is gone. We can hear his heavy breathing, his heart beating. 
 
  



 
 
A portly, sage-looking man waits in the driveway next to a minivan. Ward walks over to him and, 
without a word, nods to the guy. It's a cue of sorts, and the man walks into the house. We still 
don't hear Amanda, but instead hear Ward whispering something to himself as he waits in the 
driveway. He's nervous, staring at the front door, waiting a minute or two before the man 
emerges. After he does, he walks slowly to Ward, and nods. "All clear," he says. Ward closes his 
eyes and collects himself, as relief and resolve wash over him. 
 
  



 
Ward unpacks his new home. Helene stops by with wine and helps arrange his living room and 
kitchen. They order takeout and eat on the couch, with packed boxes still surrounding them. "Did 
you think we'd end up together, Helene?" he asks. "I always knew it'd be us," she jokes back. She 
looks thinner yet, and she's coughing every minute or two, but she seems genuinely happy. "I 
hope you take advantage of this bachelor pad," she says. "How long since you've been laid?" // 
"Mmmm, I haven't been." // "Ward. Still? Oh gosh, now you're gonna put yourself out there, right? 
Are you gonna date, or just get lucky?" // "I'm afraid I've forgotten how to do both of those things, 
Helene." Then, he turns it back on her: "How's your... Tracey thing?" Helene blushes. "It's very 
good. She's like Alina in so many ways, even in bed. Is that terrible? I swear it's more a coping 
mechanism or something. She can't possibly be into me, can she be?" // "Who in their right mind 
wouldn't be into you?" He's not about to get catty with Helene, so he stays positive on the subject: 
"Maybe you'll inspire her work as well. Maybe it'll help her channel Alina, for the book." He might 
have just convinced himself of this, too. 
  



 
 
Ward walks Helene home. She grabs on to him every few paces: "I keep feeling like I'm going to 
fall over," she says. "This bout has come with a vengeance." // "You sure I can't call you a cab?" 
he asks her. "It's freezing." // "No. I think it feels quite nice." A pause before Helene changes 
topics: "Do you think it's wrong, what I'm doing?" // "What's that?" // "I mean, dating Tracey. Do 
you think it's an insult to Alina? It kind of feels like I'm cheating on her, partially because it's her 
assistant, and partially because I feel like I should be mourning more." // "You're not mourning?" // 
"In my own way, I suppose. It still doesn't feel real. Or fair. I've been ready for death for a few 
years now. I wasn't ready to lose her first." Another pause, then: "I had stopped taking my 
painkillers," Helene confesses. "WHAT? Helene!" // "Relax, relax. I'm back on them. I just... felt 
like I should be feeling some sort of agony, and I wasn't. And now I'm... overcome with guilt. For 
letting her go, then making her fight her way back, and then losing her. And then... going numb. 
But now, Tracey is helping me to atone for some of that, to get the feeling back. I guess I see it as 
an appreciation to Alina. If I'm going to die in the next year, then I'm going to do it with a little fire 
in my eyes." Another pause, then Ward: "You're not going to die in the next year. But I guess it 
isn't wrong, what you're doing. And... I think Alina would agree." 
  



 
 
 
Ward and Helene enter her apartment. Everything is as it should be, with one exception: There's 
no sign of Alina. Ward scans the room a few times over, certain she should be there. "You 
looking for something?" Helene asks as she hangs her coat. "No, no," he responds. "Got a little 
nostalgic, I suppose." He does one final scan as she slips into the restroom. We can read the 
bittersweetness on his face as he accepts that Alina is gone. Helene returns and he hugs her 
goodnight. As he leaves the building, Tracey walks up the path. She goes tense, but he gives her 
a warm smile. "She just got back," Ward says. "Hope you two have a nice night." // "You haven't 
told her about...?" // "Told her about what?" He says this in a way that assures her everything is 
OK; he hasn't told Helene about Alina and Tracey's affair. "Good night, Tracey." // "Good night." 
Ward walks home, he goes into his new apartment—his silent apartment—and very happily, he 
brushes his teeth and washes his face, he changes into his pajamas, and he tucks himself in for 
the evening. 
  



CHAPTER 14 

 
 
Tracey sits across from Ward in his office. It's a familiar scene—we saw Alina in that same chair 
at the beginning of the story. He has Tracey's next revisions in front of him, flipping through 
pages to peruse the hand-scribbled notes. "They loved the rewrite on the beauty parlor scene," 
he says. Tracey beams behind her glasses. She looks more buttoned-up than usual. "You really 
nailed Alina's voice here," he says as she ties her hair back. "Really well done. And-- if you're up 
for it, they want to add a chapter at the beginning, for some backstory. Obviously they'll 
compensate for the addition." // "You answered my next question." // "Great work, Tracey. I mean 
it." He pauses, and studies her: "Are those Alina's clothes?" // "Helene was getting rid of them, so 
she let me pick some outfits." // "Her fragrance, too?" // "No, she's too attached to it. But I woke 
up there today, so." Now, with her hair pulled back, Tracey looks like an Alina reincarnate. 
  



 
"What's gotten into you?" Helene asks Ward as he aggressively shoves the rest of Alina's clothes 
into boxes. She's not alarmed by his behavior, but more fascinated. "Are you a cross dresser 
now?" Ward is carried away: "Helene. This is selfish of me but I need Alina's stuff out of here." // 
"It's all very expensive. I should know; I made it. Can you at least take it to a nice boutique?" She 
rummages through the boxes. "Now, wait a second, some of this is still salvageable. I know 
people who would wear this." // "No. It all needs to go. I don't want to see any of this again." // 
"What's it to you? And how will you see it if it's tucked away in my closets? I know it seems like 
I'm moving on with my life, but I'm not ready to just exhaust the place of her presence. What's this 
really about?" Her tone implies that she knows what it's about. He searches for a different 
excuse: "I can see Alina. The same way I kept seeing Amanda." Helene is shocked. "Where?" // 
"Here." // "Here?" Helene's eyes dart around the room. "She's... here?" We can see that Ward 
feels bad for lying, but he runs with it. "Yes. And, she's just as agitated as Amanda." // "Why can't 
I see her?" // "You don't want to see her. She's screaming at me right now. We need to get rid of 
her ghost, we need to remember her happily. I can't stomach another round of this." // "But that 
means something is unresolved? What is it?" // "The book." // "Of course. Tell her about Tracey! 
About the book!" // "I will. But first, help me get these boxes out of here." // "Yes, yes. Oh Alina, 
love, I'm so sorry to do this." She shouts into the living room: "You hear that? I'm sorry. We'll take 
care of you yet, darling!" She's buying it.  
  



 
 
Ward is on a date; he's signing the check as they finish dessert. It's a small restaurant on 
Vanderbilt Avenue with romantic lighting, and lavish entrees at surrounding tables. She is a 
stunning Spanish woman, and seems very happy on this date. "Maybe we could get another drink 
nearby?" Ward says. She thinks for a second, flirtatiously smiling. "I...should probably get home. 
But I'd love to see you again." // "I'll walk you." They stroll down a quiet residential street in Park 
Slope. "It's here," she says, pointing up to a brownhouse. Ward is awkward as he slowly moves in 
for a kiss. She chuckles, but allows it. He puts his hand on the small of her back, bringing her 
closer. After a few seconds, she ends the moment. "I had a really nice night," she says. "Can I 
come up?" Ward asks. It feels... amateurish. "Sorry," she says, not making him feel foolish. "My... 
my babysitter is here." // "Oh!" // "Yeah. I hope that doesn't change anything." // "Not at all. I'll 
leave you to it, though. Tonight was nice." With a quick, awkward kiss, they say goodbye and part 
ways. 
  



 
 
Take 2: Ward on another date. The restaurant is a little divey, and his date is younger—a cute 
hipster 20-something. He's paying the check as she thanks him. "My pleasure," he says. "Want to 
go get another drink?" // "Sure, that'd be lovely." // "I've got a great cabernet at home, if that's of 
any interest." She understands the invite, and chuckles: "That IS of any interest." Their eyes sign 
the contract. Cut to: She's putting her clothes on, in his bedroom. She readies to leave, and Ward 
stops her: "Wait, I have something for you." He runs into the kitchen, only in his boxers. He 
returns with a bottle of wine: "I wasn't lying about the cabernet. Take it." // "Keep it," she says. "I'll 
come back for it." They kiss, and she's gone. 
  



 
 
Ward and Tracey work quietly at Helene's apartment, as Helene and her assistant Kyle discuss 
business across the room. Tracey keeps glancing nervously in their direction; it's distracting to 
Ward that she keeps turning her focus. Annoyed, Ward takes his tea mug to the kitchen for a 
refill. Tracey watches him go that way, as does Helene. In the kitchen, Helene appears behind 
him: "Any sign of her?" she whispers. "Not since I told her about the book. I think she's resolved." 
// Helene doesn't know how to react. "It's good news, Helene." // "Right. OK." She heads into her 
bedroom as he finishes preparing his tea. Once he sits down next to Tracey again, she summons 
his attention. "Psst. Ward." // "Hmm?" // "Helene told me." // "Told you what?" // "That you can see 
her." // "She's gone now, don't worry." // "No, she's not." // "What makes you say that?" // 
"Because I can see her, too." Ward turns, looking for Alina. He still sees nothing, even though 
Tracey is now staring at a point just near the doorframe. "And she is realllllly pissed off," Tracey 
says anxiously. Ward frantically scans for Alina—staring where Tracey is staring—but still, he 
doesn't see her.  
  



CHAPTER 15 

 
 
Tracey sobs from the bathroom, as Helene rushes out to meet Ward in the living room. "What did 
you say to her?!" she asks Ward. "Nothing!" he responds. "She just started crying and ran out of 
here." // "Well what's all the fuss about?" Ward shrugs his shoulders, preferring not to enlighten 
Helene on Tracey's sudden sixth sense. "I tried calming her down, and it's not working," Helene 
says. "Why don't you try something? Offer her some Vicodin." Helene fishes out a bottle of pills 
as Ward rolls his eyes. "So now I'm babysitting and drug dealing in one fell swoop," he mutters. 
"Even Alina was less dramatic than this." He ponders that thought, then pokes his head back into 
the living room—shouting towards Alina, if she's there: "Actually, I take that back!" Helene is 
perplexed as she pours herself a full glass of wine, as her assistant Kyle awkwardly excuses 
himself. Ward begins coaching a terrified Tracey out of the bathroom, but he can hardly speak 
over her melodramatic wailing. 
  



 
 
Ward raps at the bathroom door. We hear Tracey's sniffles on the other side. He knocks again. 
"What?" she says, in a pained, low voice. "Please let me in." Tracey keeps her voice low: 
"Where's Helene?" Ward lowers his, too: "In the living room. You're clear." // "And...?" // "And 
what?" // "Alina." // "She's not here." // "I can hear her. She's still there." // "Let me in, will you?" 
The doorknob turns with a click, and she slowly opens the door for him. Her eyes are red as they 
scan the bedroom for any sign of Alina. "Hurry, hurry," she mutters as he squeezes himself 
through the door's opening and into the room. She looks ghostly herself, and she's reacting to 
something in real time, like she's being screamed at from the living room. "How come you can't 
see her but I can?" // "What are you seeing?" // "It's her. It's Alina. She's yelling, calling me a 
'bitch' and saying I'm stealing her wife and her book and she's going to kill me if I hurt either of 
them, if I mess anything up." // "How would she possibly do that?" Ward says, calmly. "How do I 
get rid of her again?" Tracey asks. "You had better learn to choose your words if you want that 
answer from me," he says back. His pity has run out. He leaves the bathroom as she mutters 
"Please don't tell Helene..." 
  



 
 
Ward and Helene snuggle on the couch with wine, and Helene checks her watch: "Two hours, 
good grief," she says, rolling her eyes. "I'm ready to go kick the door down. She storms into the 
bedroom and shouts to the bathroom door: "Darling. Enough. E-nough. Get out here and explain 
yourself. I don't care what's the matter but stop with the theatrics." Ward watches from behind; it 
takes a few moments for Tracey to stop her sniffling and to open the bathroom. It's clear to Ward 
she can still hear Alina, and from her stares in his direction, that Alina must be standing in the 
doorway next to him. "I have to go home," Tracey says. "What the hell is going on with you?" 
Helene shrieks. Now, it's obvious that Tracey can't walk through the doorway. She's acting so 
strange; it's no wonder Helene is baffled. Ward steps into the doorway, leaving half of it free. He 
understands that Alina must have been blocking it, that he has to stand there so her specter 
moves aside. Tracey squeezes past him and hurriedly puts on her parka before sprinting away. 
Ward turns to Helene, who shakes her head in complete dismay. 
 
  



 
 
"She was saying 'I have to watch every word you write. You're going to listen to everything I say. 
You're going to do everything I tell you, or I'll kill you. I'll kill you the same way you killed me." 
Tracey recounts her evening to Ward from a bench in Prospect Park. "She can't touch you," Ward 
says. "Trust me here. You don't move out of the way for her; she moves for you. She has no 
physical power over you. She can't move objects. She can't KILL you." // "I didn't mean for her to 
die. I didn't, I swear. And it's not like I pushed her in front of that truck. It was all bad timing and a 
total accident and I just freaked out and ran away. I'll never live with myself for what happened, 
but I'm trying to make the most of it and get on with my career and with my life." A pause. "I don't 
want to go back to Helene's apartment." // "I think we can work that out." // "But Alina said she 
wants to watch me. Plus, what about me and Helene?" // "Maybe it's time to put that to rest." // 
"But we love each other." Ward turns his head to roll his eyes, and to stop himself from choking 
Tracey. 
 
  



 
 
Now Tracey and Ward are outside Helene's front door. "I'll isolate Helene, so that you can have a 
conversation with Alina. Learn how to control her, OK?" Tracey nods, and waits fearfully as he 
opens the front door. "Dolls, hello!" Helene says. She's carefully studying Tracey, nervous for 
another episode. Helene goes in for a kiss, and Tracey awkwardly moves her mouth to the side, 
so that the kiss lands on her cheek instead. "OK, well. I'm going to the office myself. Do you two 
need anything for the day?" Tracey is trying hard to stay poised, despite something across the 
room giving her strain. "Actually, can I see you in the kitchen, Helene?" Ward asks. It's part of the 
plan. She follows him into the kitchen, and he starts: "Tracey's just... feeling the pressure. Of 
taking on Alina's book. Of dating you. Of... becoming Alina, you know? She's doing such a good 
job, as you know, and, uh, it's finally just catching up to her. All the emotions. The pain, the 
excitement. Bittersweet stuff. She's going to see a therapist." // "Now, why couldn't she tell me 
this herself? We've been intimate in every other way..." Just then, Tracey screams from the other 
room as something shatters. Helene and Ward rush into the living room, and see a broken lamp 
on the floor next to Tracey, who herself is lying unconscious, with a bloody welt on her head.  
  



CHAPTER 16 

 
 
Ward and Helene sit in the waiting room at the hospital, her head resting on his shoulders, his 
eyes sinking into slumber. "Excuse me, are you two here with Ms. Gorman?" a nurse asks. They 
both sit upright. "Yes, yes," Helene says. The nurse recognizes her. "Oh my God, are you Helene 
Hill?" // "I am." // "I've seen all your shows. I saved up for three months to get a clutch from you; I 
love it so much. The one with the bronze clasp and the gold fringe." // "Ahh, of course. One of my 
favorites as well. How's our friend Tracey doing?" // "Sorry. How rude of me. Tracey is in and out 
of consciousness. Talking to herself, or to someone she thinks is in the room, I guess." // "I'm 
allowed to let one of you back to see her." Ward is quick to volunteer: "Why don't you let me go, 
Helene?" // "Ward, no, I'll go. It's more appro--" // "No. I want to. You don't need to see her in this 
state." He stands and gestures to the nurse to lead the way. Helene, looking confused and a little 
offended, shouts after him: "Text me from inside?! Try to get an explanation!" 
  



 
 
Ward steps behind a curtain where Tracey is being treated. She's got a bandage wrapped around 
her head, and she's very clearly doped up; her eyes don't register alertness. A doctor emerges 
behind him, a clipboard in her hand. "Hi. Are you family, or friend?" she asks. "No," he responds. 
The doctor looks concerned, but Ward recovers: "I'm her boss. I was with her when this 
happened. Though I didn't witness it." // "Yes, so I read in the report. There's some minor 
swelling, but it should subside in a few days. We'll get her a room upstairs, and she should be 
herself by tomorrow, though I'm going to need to switch her sedative if she keeps acting this 
way." // "How's that?" // "Episodes. Shouting. Someone named Alina?" Ward only nods. The 
doctor continues: "Have you contacted her family?" // "I'll try. I have to find their info." // "I need 
medical history." // "I'll get you that soon." // "The bruising confirms that this was self-inflicted," 
she adds. "Just to close that loop. The police might want to question you, but rest easy that they 
won't be suspicious." // "Thank you," Ward says, in finality. The doctor smiles, and she leaves 
them alone. Ward doesn't know what to do. He studies Tracey, who turns her head from one side 
to the other slowly. Rocking left, right, left. Her eyes pan the room. Her mouth opens, readying a 
scream as we change POV to Ward. We pull in on his spiteful stare as she shouts "IT'S MY 
TURN, ALINA. MINE. YOUR LIFE IS MINE NOW."  
  



 
 
Ward returns to the waiting room, but Helene is no longer there; it's empty except for a middle-
aged man with his back to Ward. Ward checks outside. He checks the women's restroom, 
cracking the door and speaking her name loudly into the room. The door flies open and a young 
girl walks out, awkwardly stepping around Ward and shyly avoiding him. He then tries phoning 
Helene, but it rings into her voicemail. He fills a coffee and returns to the same chair he started in. 
The man in the room is the father of the young girl; she tugs on her dad's coat, and he turns 
toward Ward: "Hey, buddy. Your wife, or your friend or whatever..." Ward turns around to face the 
man: "Yes?" // "She fell. Hurt her hip or something. They took her back there, too. The nurse just 
went in looking for you." // "Oh. Uh, OK." Just then, the nurse rushes through the doors, and 
shouts: "Mr. Alvaro! We need you back here." Ward is already three paces in her direction. 
 
  



 
 
Now Ward is with Helene and the doctors. She's fighting an agonizing pain, squeezing his much 
larger hands and nearly breaking them. The doctors are looking at scans of her hip; there's a 
large fracture in it. "We have to operate now," says one doctor. "The fracture is serious; we need 
to get screws in there. Helene, are you ok with general anesthesia?" Helene looks at Ward, 
desperate. "I don't want this. It's my time. I want to go." "Today is not your time," he says, very 
poised. "It's a setback, but we have no choice here. We have to fix this, and we can focus on 
getting you healed, entirely." // She stares back, hurt by his confidence. She shakes her head 
slowly while keeping eye contact, begging him to let her suffer. "I was thinking about Alina when 
I fell. She pulled me down. I wanted to fall. I want to be with her." The doctor interrupts: "Ms. Hill. 
We need to get started." Ward has one final message for Helene: "I need you here." She lets it 
sink in for a second, then turns to the doctor and nods subtly. Then, back to Ward as they wheel 
her bed away: "I'll need you too, more than ever." They keep eyes locked until she's out of sight. 

 
 



 
An emotionally depleted Ward makes a call from the hospital hallway: "Hi, Melissa. Can you pull 
Tracey Gorman's file and get me her emergency contact information?" We hear his colleague 
through the phone: "Yes, one second, Ward." // "Thank you." A few moments… "Found it. Want 
me to email it to you?" // "Yes, please." // "Of course. Also... I didn't really think twice on this 
before, but I have her W9 here too. Her real name isn't Tracey Gorman." // "Oh?" // "It's Sadey 
Preston. Sadey S-A-D-E-Y, Preston spelled like you'd think." Ward grabs a pen and scribbles this 
onto his hand. "Thank you, Melissa. I'll watch my email." He gets the email on his phone, and 
sees that Tracey's emergency contact is listed as "Ashley Anderson, friend" with a phone 
number. He calls the number. "Hello, Furniture Barn," on the other line. "Hi, uh, is there an Ashley 
Anderson who works there?" // "No, sorry." // "Thank you." He hangs up, befuddled. He searches 
her name "Sadey Preston" on his phone's browser. A bunch of articles appear, most from Illinois-
based publications. A sampling of the headlines: "Sadey Preston Acquitted, Released to Mental 
Health Facilities" ... "Sadey Preston to Be Tried as Minor in Homecoming Homicide" ... "Prank 
Turns Fatal: Stevens High Yearbook Editor Drowns at Homecoming Party" ... Ward scrolls and 
scrolls and scrolls, reading frantically. "What happened to doing goddamn background checks?" 
he says to himself. He scans both ends of the hallway. He's alone. We can hear his breathing, 
and can see his chest pounding in and out. He hangs his head in defeat, or maybe 
disappointment, or maybe heartbreak, or maybe fear, or maybe in confusion, or maybe 
everything culminating in one. We cut to black. 
  



CHAPTER 17 

 
 
We hear Alina's voice over a black screen: "Tracey. Tracey, wake up." Slowly, Tracey's eyes 
open, and she establishes consciousness as she peers around the hospital room. Alina stands 
beside the bed. "I'm here, baby," says Alina. Tracey blinks slowly and needs an extra moment to 
process everything. Then, Alina again: "I didn't mean to hurt you." Tracey, increasingly more 
alert, has nothing to say. "Forgive me, Tracey. Darling. Please. I'm so sorry." Then a nod from 
Tracey. All is forgiven as she extends her hand to Alina, who leans over to kiss her protege on 
the forehead. "Thank you," Alina whispers. "Thank you." 
 
  



 
A doctor slowly removes the bandage from Tracey's forehead as she sits upright in bed. Alina 
stands on the opposite side, offering encouraging words: "You're doing great. Being so brave." 
There's a knock at the door. It's Ward. The doctor smiles and waves him in. Tracey stares quietly 
at him, and Alina whispers: "Keep your spine about you. He's a pushover." Ward can't see Alina, 
even though he positions himself next to her. He hovers awkwardly, silently, watching the 
bandage removal process. "Swelling looks minimal," the doctor says. "We'll have you out of here 
in a couple hours." He scribbles some notes on a clipboard, smiles, and exits, leaving the two—or 
three, rather—alone. Alina again: "Where's Helene? Ask him where Helene is." Tracey opens her 
mouth to abide, but Ward cuts her off: "Hi Sadey. How are you feeling?" Tracey's mouth stays 
open, though she's speechless. "It's on your tax papers. And thank god. I mean, how else could I 
have contacted your parents to tell them you were here?" // "You did not." // "I did. And I Googled 
you...quite the history! But don't worry, your parents won't be coming. Mom said they hope you're 
well, though it didn't sound too sincere." Alina's turn: "What's all this? Who's Sadey...?" Ward 
continues: "Helene broke her hip last night. They operated, and she's upstairs." This news 
worries Alina more than it does Tracey. "Oh my god," Alina says to Tracey. "We have to go see 
her." Then Tracey, to Ward: "Can we go see her?" Ward nods: "She would like that." Ward 
notices that Tracey keeps looking to some non-thing, to where we know Alina resides. He peeks 
over to that same space, and we see in his face that he's piecing together something. "Let's all go 
upstairs," he says, turning his back on the women as they share a concerned look.  
  



 
 
Tracey and Ward now stand on either side of Helene. Alina is at the foot of the hospital bed, 
watching over. "So, they'll keep me here a while," Helene is saying. "Chemotherapy and physical 
therapy, hand in hand. What a way to spend my final days." Alina starts sobbing, though it's so 
melodramatic that it's kind of humorous. She excuses herself to the corner; Tracey stares in that 
direction, which also catches Ward's attention. "But, on to more optimistic topics," Helene says. 
"How's your head, Tracey dear?" // "Fine. I got a few stitches. Behind my hair. I think there are 8 
in all." A pause. "I'm going home today. But I can stay here with you and—" Ward cuts Tracey off: 
"I'll stay with her. You focus on your next deadline." "I'm her girlfriend," Tracey replies sternly. "I'll 
stay. I can work from here." "First of all," Helene starts. "Nobody here is anybody's girlfriend. And 
second of all, everyone here is taking a couple weeks off work. Get your lives in order. I'll do the 
same, as best I can from this sterile prison. Tracey, I'm so relieved you're ok. But don't do 
something so childish like that again." // "But I didn't..." "Don't bother," Alina says from the corner. 
"Just tell her you'll be better from now on." Tracey repeats the phrase, almost robotically. "I'll be 
better from now on." // "Good," Helene says. 
  



 
 
Ward escorts Tracey out of the hospital. Alina tags along, a few paces behind. "Did he call us a 
cab?" Alina asks. "He's always a gentleman to me and Helene. Ask him if he called a cab." 
Tracey turns to Ward: "Did you call us a cab?" "I think you'll manage on your own just fine," he 
says as he sees her out the front revolving door. Then he ends with business talk: "I'll reach out 
to schedule the next publisher meeting. And please give Helene and me some space for the next 
couple weeks. I mean that." He doesn't wait for a reaction; he just marches back into the hospital. 
"Ward turned into an ass hole," Alina says as Tracey looks spurned. "Don't listen to his bullshit. 
We have to see Helene, though, once she's home. I need you to take care of her. For me." // "I 
will, Alina." // "I knew I could trust you. I love you for that." ... It's exactly what Tracey wanted to 
hear. 
 
  



 
 
Tracey and Alina hold hands in the back seat of the cab; they make eyes at one another and 
giggle. We see the cabbie watching the scene from his rearview mirror; he's confused, and a little 
put off. After all, he just sees Tracey. Alina slips her hand past Tracey's waistline; it's like the 
scene we saw before, with roles reversed. Tracey invites it, and her face can't help but express 
the elation. The cab driver sees her expression in the mirror, then turns around to see what's 
happening. We don't get his perspective, but we know that he finds this inappropriate and lewd. 
"Get out!" he screams as he pulls over to the side of the overpass. "Get out of my car, now!" // 
"What the hell?! We're on the overpass, dude!" // "Do you understand consequences of choices?" 
he yells. "OUT!!! NOW!!!" Tracey hurriedly climbs out the back right seat, with Alina behind her. 
Cars blare their horns. "We really should stop taking cabs together," Alina jokes. Tracey has a 
mildly deranged smile. Cars honk from behind, and she turns to them, smiling still, waving her 
middle finger. Both women laugh hysterically. 
  



CHAPTER 18 

 
 
"I have a favor to ask you," Alina says to Tracey. They're in Tracey's room, lounging in underwear 
on her double bed. It's daytime, but the blinds are down, so only a sliver of light trickles in. "What 
is it, baby?" Tracey asks back, lost in Alina's gaze. After a charged pause, Alina says sternly: "I 
want you to be me. Make the book your own. Make Helene your girlfriend, because you love me 
and because it's what I want. I want you to have everything I had. I want to give it to you. Will you 
let me give all of that to you?" Tracey looks like she's just won the lottery; she can't find any 
words, much less catch her breath. She nods her head as a tear falls down her face. Alina smiles 
back. 
  



 
 
Loud riot grrrl music blares in Tracey's room. She's grinding against the dresser, as Alina rocks 
out behind her on a guitar. (Apparently, ghosts can manifest guitars.) They kiss, they jump, they 
dance, they peel off their shirts and do it all again in just their bras. There's a banging on the 
door. We hear it, but Tracey doesn't. It persists, and finally the door bursts open. A hipster 
Korean man is there—he must be Tracey's roommate—and he's pissed. Tracey still doesn't 
notice him, and we see from his POV that she is dancing alone, singing to some imaginary 
person in the room. He locates her computer and cuts the music. Now, we're back in Tracey's 
POV, and we see Alina again. "What the hell, dude?" Alina says. Tracey repeats it: "What the 
hell, dude?" He looks back at her, unphased: "Four hours ago, when you started playing your 
noise, it was midnight. I'm going to sleep." Tracey is not cool with this: "GEEEEEET 
OUUUUUUT!" She looks unleashed. He's scared now, and hustles away. Tracey resumes the 
music, and their party-girl smiles instantly return. The dancing continues. 
  



 
The two women shop for eyewear. Tracey tries on different frames as Alina stands by for a 
second opinion. The store staff is befuddled at the sight of Tracey interacting with... nobody. 
"Which ones are your style?" Tracey asks. "You'll know when you find them," Alina responds. // 
"We've tried everything here, though." // "So let's go to the next store." // "We'll find them, I know 
it," Tracey says. Now they're in a new store. A clerk approaches Tracey and offers his help. 
Tracey starts describing the frames she's looking for. She's studying Alina's glasses as she 
speaks. Just like the others, this clerk can't figure out what's going on, given that Tracey seems to 
be interacting with something that isn't there. "Oh, I have a photo of them," she recalls. She takes 
out her phone and scrolls a ways up, to a photo of her and Alina together. She shows the clerk: "I 
want the frames she is wearing. Do you sell those?" // "No, that's not our brand, sorry. I can't tell 
which brand they are, either." Tracey is dejected as they leave the store. "Maybe the ones I have 
are close enough? I bought those based on your style anyway, when I was trying to mimic you." // 
"No," Alina says defiantly. "You need to find the ones I'm wearing." // "Can't you just check the 
brand? You're wearing them now." // "I don't have that memory. Sorry." Tracey's gait folds into a 
pouting slouch.  
  



 
 
Now they're at a coffee shop. Tracey punches away at some work, while Alina sits besides her on 
the couch and stares into the text on screen. She makes little suggestions here and there, 
reacting to the words as Tracey types. "I love your writing," Alina whispers. "I learned from you," 
Tracey responds. Alina buries her head onto Tracey's shoulder, as Tracey closes her eyes and 
absorbs the warmth. Suddenly, a man sits down on the couch beside Tracey. She opens her 
eyes and Alina is gone. "Excuse me, sir. This seat is taken," she says to him. "It is now," he 
replies. "I've been here an hour; there ain't nobody sitting here." Tracey searches the room for 
Alina—there she is, by the exit. She summons Tracey   to pack up and leave. Tracey does 
exactly that.  
  



 
 
They're in bed again, cuddling, laughing, flirting. "I'm gonna go wash up, baby," Tracey says 
seductively to Alina. She slips out and goes into the bathroom. There, she disrobes, and catches 
her own reflection. She draws closer to the mirror, studying every wrinkle on her own face, from 
various angles. She pulls on her curly hair at the ends, to flatten it out up top as she examines 
how it looks. She smiles that familiar deranged smile, and chuckles to herself. Then, she starts 
twirling and dancing—no music or anything—giddy with herself, just smiling and chuckling. She 
keeps the dance moves going as she opens her toiletries and fishes out a ziplock bag. She has to 
dig past a few pill bottles to find it. Now, she's dancing with her own reflection, smiling at herself 
as she pulls a large knotted ball of black hair from the baggy. She rips some strands from the it, 
and eats them. She gnaws on the hairs, smiling that deranged smile, ever pleased with her luck. 
 
  



CHAPTER 19 

 
 
Tracey is on a date. With a guy. He seems a little boring, judging by her roving eyes; she's flirting 
with the bartender at every given moment. The bartender likes the attention, and he sends it back 
to her, even giving the pair of them a round of drinks on the house. Tracey's date excuses himself 
to the restroom, and the bartender wastes no time coming over for an introduction. "Gabor," he 
says as he extends his hand. "Gabor... where are you from?" // "Hungary." He emphasizes the 
first syllable. "I'm Alina," Tracey says, shaking his hand. "And I'm on a terrible date." // "Well, I'm 
going to the basement to switch out some of the kegs," Gabor says. "Just through the door past 
the restrooms." He smiles, and departs just as Tracey's date returns. "I'm going to relieve myself 
too," she says, excusing herself. She turns from her date and walks towards the restroom, then 
through the doors just past. At the bar, two stools away from where Tracey was sitting, we now 
see that Alina is there too, watching everything unfold. 
 
  



 
Tracey's date has finished his beer, which was full when she left. She returns, apologizing for the 
holdup. "There was a woman in there, just… sobbing!" she lies. Alina, still there, snorts her drink. 
"I had to help her," Tracey continues. "Her husband left her." Just then, a woman rounds the 
corner, returning from the restroom. She walks past the bar and smiles at Tracey, if only politely. 
"That's her," Tracey says to her date, who is buying it. "She seems perfectly fine," he says as he 
studies the woman. "That's why it took so long," Tracey says "She had to collect herself." They 
watch as the woman joins a man in a booth, and kisses him. "Then who's that?" the date asks. 
"Certainly not the husband?" // "Well, she was going to leave her husband, but he left her first. 
For her sister. So it was shocking in its own right." // "Wow. Shit." // "Yeah, shit." Alina is still 
laughing at all of this, and finally speaks up: "You're so full of shit. But that's what I love about 
you. You're so confident." Tracey sips her cocktail as Gabor the bartender returns from the 
basement. He and Tracey smile playfully. Tracey's date turns to her: "You wanna get out of 
here?" // "Yeah, sure. I wanna get out of here. And I wanna go to your apartment. And I wanna 
wrap my legs around you." He wasn't expecting this response; after processing that this is real life 
and yes, Tracey really just said that: "Wow. Damn. Yes. To all that. Let's go, Helene." (She has 
lied to both men about her name.) Tracey waves goodbye to Gabor, who, like Alina, chuckles to 
himself as the pair exits. 
  



 
 
Tracey and Alina exit the subway at Grand Army Plaza, and walk down the Parkway towards 
Tracey's apartment. "That was a lot of excitement for one night," Alina says. "I'm proud of you, 
girl. But your date—what was his name?—what a snore." // "I was hoping he'd surprise in bed," 
Tracey says. "I think you surprised him...he seemed beside himself, at his luck." // "That's 
because I was pretending he was you." // "Well, next time, maybe don't stare at me the whole 
time, give him a little eye contact, too." // "There won't be a next time for him, poor thing. But I 
enjoyed myself, thanks to the imagination. I'm glad you could be there, too." // "I like being with 
you everywhere. I've never felt so close to someone, Tracey." Tracey blushes as they pass Alina 
and Helene's apartment. They both look up at the building. "Not even to Helene?" Tracey asks. 
Alina hesitates, then: "I don't know. But... I want to get even closer to you. Can we get even 
closer?" Tracey nods. Yes. Yes. Yes yes yes. It's exactly what she wanted Alina to ask. 
 
  



 
 
"I'm with Helene so that I can be as close to you as possible," Tracey says. They're back in 
Tracey's bed, under the sheets. "To be in your skin. Your home. Your wife's embrace. She needs 
you now, and so I want to help her, since I know you wanted to help her." // "Wow, that's so 
courageous of you, Tracey. That's what I love about you. You're so courageous. Always trying to 
help. Helping me by finishing my book. Helping me by helping Helene. Even after I left you. Even 
after you pushed me in front of that truck." // "I didn't push you..." // "You're right, you didn't push 
me. But I know you think you did. And you didn't. That's what I love about you. You could have 
hurt me intentionally, but you didn't. You're a responsible woman. And now you're accepting the 
burdens of my life. And I love that you're building your own career from the accident. That's so 
smart of you. I love how strong and aggressive you are. It turns me on. It makes me want to get 
even closer to you. I love everything about you. I want to live inside of you. You are so smart and 
beautiful and talented and vibrant. You remind me of me. But with even more potential." Tracey 
so loves this praise. She loves every word. 
  



 
 
 
The women are in the middle of making love—we just see the bed sheets moving around their 
coupled bodies. Tracey's head emerges from the sheets, expressing delight as Alina worships 
her. We hear Alina's voice: "I want to get even closer. Can we get even closer?" Then, Alina's 
head appears from the sheets, and she repeats it: "Can we get even closer?" Tracey, sweaty, 
nods in delight. "Yes. Yes." Alina disappears again, as Tracey screams "Yes. Yes. Yes!" That last 
one is punctuated with the glossing-over of her eyes, with the writhing of her entire body. Then 
she exhales, very dramatically, and falls flat on the bed. The sheets fall flat over top her too... 
she's alone. She laughs hysterically to herself, running her hands all over her body, as if feeling it 
for the first time. "So, this is what it feels like, being you," she says to herself. "This is gonna be 
fun." We close in on her deranged face, as she laughs hysterically to herself once more. 
 
  



CHAPTER 20 

 
 
Tracey lets herself into Helene's apartment. Her hair is straight, pulled back. She's dressed 
different from usual—she looks more mature, like Alina. She has glasses exactly like Alina's now, 
too. Helene is home alone—she's sitting upright in bed, and smiles to Tracey. Still radiant, 
despite her ailing. "Darling, how's your head?" she asks. Tracey chuckles as she pulls an 
armchair to the bedside. "I forgot all about that," Tracey replies. We see the stitches—but did we 
see them in the previous few scenes? "Sorry I haven't been by, Helene. Ward forbade it." // 
"Forbade is a strong word. You're welcome here anytime, if you can spare the dramatics," Helene 
says. "I've missed your company, in fact." This triggers something in Tracey's brain; she corrects 
her posture, taking Helene's hands. "I'm here now, baby. I'm here now." Helene can see that 
something unusual is happening behind Tracey's eyes, but she nevertheless squeezes Tracey's 
hand in gratitude. 
 
  



 
 
Tracey serves Helene soup and wine in bed. "Should you still be drinking?" she asks Helene as 
she pours herself a glass. "I don't drink enough," Helene says. "Besides, it's how I want to go. 
Drowned in Shiraz. Wearing cashmere and lace." There's an awkward pause... "Sorry, I've had a 
lot of time to think about how I want to die. But it seems like fate is going to make it cancer, or, 
hell, maybe septic shock if I'm lucky. It's just so unromantic. Not dramatic. A shame." They both 
laugh at this. Helene tastes the soup, then stops: "This tastes just like Alina's recipe. You made 
this?" // "I made this. You said it tastes exactly like Alina's?" // "Yes, that's what I said." // "That's 
exactly what I thought you said." Tracey slurps her soup, ever pleased. 
  



 
 
Helene is taking a bubble bath, sipping wine. It's reminiscent of the earlier scene involving Alina 
and Helene, only now Tracey sits beside the bath. She readies a wash cloth and then begins 
washing Helene's back. "This is much more sensual than when I ask Ward to do it," Helene 
laughs. "Bless him. And bless you. This is quite nice." // "Do you miss taking bubble baths with 
Alina?" Tracey asks. It's very weird, her delivery. "Oh, well, yes. Though we could never take 
them together. She likes the water very cold. Said it was good for her skin. But... I miss 
everything about her. You understand." // "Do you miss making love to her?" // "I miss 
everything," Helene repeats. "I had a good life. We had a good life." A tear runs down Tracey's 
cheek—she's smiling though—as she splashes water over Helene's back. 
 
  



 
 
Tracey tucks Helene into bed. Helene is wearing silk pajamas; it's rather precious, even though 
she looks so tiny in these clothes that once fit. "I'm going to stay the night," Tracey announces. 
"I'm in no condition to cuddle," Helene says. "But you are welcome to stay on the couch. I enjoy 
the company." Tracey ignores all that: "I want to make love. Like we used to." // "Was that 
lovemaking? I think it requires more history." // "Helene, I'm Alina. I'm Alina, inside." // "And 
outside, too," Helene says. "You look like a black Alina, like maybe if she and I had a baby. It's a 
little unoriginal, darling. You have so much potential as yourself. You don't need to feel like Alina." 
// "It's not a feeling. Let me praise you. I'm Alina, OK? Treat me like your wife tonight." // "OK, but 
the safe word is 'More Shiraz.'" // "Do you need more Shiraz?" // "Yes, to be safe." 
 
  



 
 
 
The two women lie in bed. The lights are out. "Uncanny," Helene says, fighting sleep. "You really 
are Alina, when you want to be. No wonder you write just like her. Such… embodiment." She 
laughs as she repeats the word "embodiment" while drawing her finger along Tracey's thigh. 
"Thank you for seeing past my ailings," Helene says. "I feel quite undesirable. It's good to know 
I'm not broken, at least not entirely." That last line falls out in a whisper, as Helene dozes off at 
last. Tracey, gently stroking Helene's shoulder, smirks, and we see the twitching behind her eyes 
as she looks ever proud of herself. "I love you, and thank you," she says quietly. A brief pause, 
and then, Tracey replies to herself: "I love you, too. And you're welcome." 
 
  



CHAPTER 21 

 
 
"I need help coming up with pitches," Tracey says to herself. She's in her bedroom, at her desk. 
"You were copied on lots of my emails, weren't you?" she responds to herself, in an airier voice, 
almost like Alina's. "I bounced around a bunch of ideas with Ward, remember? You should use 
them. I doubt he remembers much of it, plus I trust you with those ideas. You'll make them shine." 
She continues this 2-person dialogue, altering voices: "You seriously don't mind?" // "Are you 
kidding? What are those ideas going to do if they never get pitched? Honey, I can't wait to see 
you as a real-deal author. And I hope we get to share the credit on my final book. I want you to 
ask for shared credit OK? You're as much the author as I am." // "You always tell me what I want 
to hear. I love you for being so supportive." // "And I, you, for being such an ingénue." 
 
  



 
"These pitches, Tracey! They're great!" Tracey basks in her publisher's praises. "And your latest 
rewrites...we're almost across the finish line. "I'm glad you like everything," Tracey says; she's 
positively beaming. Ward, beside her, is silent. He's annoyed, or maybe just indifferent at this 
point. The publisher continues with her accolades: "We'll review them, but already it looks like 
your contract may need to be extended well beyond our initial offer. Three titles feels paltry. 
There's even some potential for a couple series in here. Brilliant. Brilliant." Tracey seizes the 
opportunity to ask one favor: "Do you think you could give me joint credit for this book, alongside 
Alina?" The publisher shrugs her shoulders like "why not?" as Ward starts saying something in 
dissent. Tracey cuts him off: "It just seems like the book is more mine than Alina's. I am certain 
she would be OK with this, too. She was so generous like that." The publisher and Ward share a 
moment of silent disagreement, just staring at each other. Then, he gives in as she nods: "I think 
it'll be smart to get your name out there, to help with these future titles." Tracey is even giddier 
than before. Ward, audibly: "This is a joke." 
  



 
 
"I'm done working with you," Ward says to Tracey outside the publisher's office. "This feels like 
blood money. I want nothing to do with you or this project. You're a stain on this series and on 
Alina's legacy. I'm not sure what Helene sees in you, or what Alina saw in you. I think you're a 
hack. You steal other people's ideas. You envy the fruits of their labor, and you want shortcuts to 
get those fruits for yourself. Congratulations on this latest endeavor. Only your second victim, too, 
it seems. Sadey." Tracey, who has been smiling imperviously at his rant, now takes offense: 
"Listen, you has-been. Without me and this series, your career flatlines. So, allow me to fire you, 
since I want to be personally responsible for your demise. Which, by the way, will be the first and 
only time I will have caused anyone harm." // "You're too delusional to your own meddling. You've 
absolved yourself of any guilt, of consequences. And you're just a wrecking ball; what's your end 
goal with Helene? How does this end? Not well, I predict." // "You're fired." // "It's cute that you've 
empowered yourself in this way, Tracey. And, Alina, if you're anywhere in the vicinity... I hope you 
see what I see. You're smarter than this. I absolve myself of any guilt of... trying to help this book 
see the light of day. Goodbye, both of you." 
  



 
After Ward marches away, Tracey collects her thoughts. She's a little dead in the face as she 
processes. Then, another conversation with herself: "Call Helene. You need to get ahead of him 
on this. Call Helene." // "I will." // "No, now. Call her now. Beat him to it." On that cue, Tracey 
takes out her phone to make a call and holds it to her ear as it rings. Then: "Hi babe. ... Oh, I'm 
OK. I'm fine. But, well... it's Ward. He's just quit on me, and on the whole project. Said he doesn't 
want to help Alina anymore. ... Yeah, seriously. Called it a 'guilt trip' project or something. Like 
you were forcing him to do it. Left me alone with the publisher, can you believe that?" She feigns 
tearful sobbing; we see that it's total BS but Helene is buying it. "Crazy. Crazy! No, I'll be fine, but 
I needed him there, you know? He's the pro, and I'm just trying my best to keep up. I guess I'll 
just have to impress them on my own. I'll show him. ... Aww babe, don't be mad! I'm sure he didn't 
mean what he said; it's not a guilt trip. He's just going off the deep end, maybe, after all that he's 
been through. ... But it's still no excuse for abandoning me. ... Yeah. You'll be OK not having him 
around the apartment for a while? I can take care of you instead. I think it would be so awkward 
to have to see him, personally. ... I don't blame you for not wanting to see him either. ... Thanks, 
Helene. ... I love you too." She hangs up, and says to herself: "All done." And, in response to 
herself: "Well done."  
 



 
 
We track Tracey as she walks home from the subway. She's carrying on some sort of 
conversation with herself, yet again. It's peppered with chuckling, with changing inflection. People 
stare, and she even barks at one of them—literally barks, like a dog—before laughing to herself. 
It's the first time we feel bad for her—or perhaps guilty for hating her, like maybe she should get 
help... but maybe she doesn't realize her own problems, and the "crazy" only manifests itself 
when she thinks she's alone. She stops on a corner, waiting for a light. Then, she suddenly 
crosses into traffic. Cars screech to a halt as she sticks her palm out—like she's some force 
bringing them to a standstill. Then, as gets to the other side of the street, we see in the glow of 
the red traffic light, she scratches at her scalp, revealing a bald spot on the back of her head, a 
few inches from the stitches that remain from her self-inflicted accident. She pulls at some hair, 
and then chews it, swallows it, and repeats. A couple walks by and ogles in confusion. Tracey 
only snickers to herself. 
 
  



CHAPTER 22 

 
 
Tracey walks into Helene's apartment: "Helene? Hello?" She's still talking to herself: "I don't think 
she's here." // "Well, let's just wait until she arrives. Go try on some of my clothes." // "Oooh, great 
idea." Cut to: Tracey changing outfits over and over, examining herself in a full-length mirror with 
each look. She admires some white pants and notices a coffee stain on the leg. "Oh, damn, this 
one has a mark." // "Maybe I can cut them into shorts." // "I don't think that will flatter you. They're 
so low on the waist. Put them in the 'discard' pile." Tracey removes the pants and tosses them on 
top of a single blouse. The other pile is easily 30 garments high. Then, Tracey notices some 
fragrance bottles on the vanity. "Oooh, which of these was yours? I liked that one." She locates 
the scent, sprays herself, and puts the bottle in her purse as she inhales. "It smells just like you." 
A single tear forms in her right eye, as she responds to herself: "Don't cry, love. I'm right here. I'm 
with you." // "I know. I just wish it could be different." // "Different how?" // "Like, you could still be 
alive. As you. And we could be alone together." // "We can still be alone together. Don't forget 
that." 
  



 
 
It's getting dark. Still no sign of Helene. Tracey has drawn a bath, and has helped herself to a 
glass of wine. "Where would we live?" she asks herself. "I dunno," she responds. "Living here 
could be nice." // "But you have all this history here." // "That's not so bad, is it? I am who I am 
because of Helene." // "And I am who I am because of you." // "So, you owe a lot to Helene too, 
right?" // "Do you love her more than me?" // "Why would you ask me that?" // "Just answer it." // 
"I love her in a different way." // "A more significant way?" // "Baby, you know you're the most 
important person to me." // "I know." // "So, don't be jealous of Helene." // "I'm not jealous. I love 
Helene too, except... it's because you want me to." // "I NEED you to." // "But why?" // "Because 
she's sick. Because I feel guilty for leaving her behind to suffer. And I know you feel a little bad, 
also." // "I do." // "So, be here with Helene. And be here, with me." Then, silence. Tracey reflects 
on this conversation, staring into the bubbles, at nothing really. 
 
  



 
 
Tracey wraps her hair in a towel; there's another around her body, and she rifles through the pile 
of clothes for something to wear. She's got her Alina glasses on, too. We hear the front door open 
and close, which prompts Tracey to shove all of the clothes beneath Helene's bed. She grabs her 
own underwear and quickly dresses herself. Then she realizes that Helene has not arrived alone; 
there's a man with her. Tracey peeks out into the living room, and sees a 30s-something male—
whom we recognize as Helene's assistant designer, Kyle, from the wedding scene—and the two 
talk business. Helene is in a wheelchair next to the couch. "Models are in hair and makeup at 6 
tomorrow," Kyle says. "Photographer's call time is 7:30, and we should wrap by noon." "It sounds 
like everything is under control," Helene responds. "Maybe I don't need to come by?" // "We'll 
have a couple reporters on set, so it might be best for you to entertain them." // "My journo-
wooing days are behind me, Kyle. Besides, you designed everything here. I think you represent 
the brand even better than I do. Everything we put out is your design anymore. It's not me." // 
"Everything I've learned is from you, so everything I do is yours." // "I'm just saying, I think you'll 
have it under control tomorrow. I'll be late, I suspect. So don't wait for me." We're back on Tracey, 
who is still eavesdropping from the bedroom. She doesn't make much of this exchange. 
  



 
 
Helene sees Kyle out. Tracey leaps onto the bed and feigns sleep, aware that Helene could enter 
at any second. When Helene does, she's briefly startled at the sight of Tracey there, but it's not 
entirely a shock to see her, given their history. "Oh, babe," Helene says quietly, so as to not wake 
Tracey. "I didn't know you'd be here tonight." Tracey keeps her   eyes closed, pretending to rest. 
Helene removes Tracey's glasses and studies them: "Just like Alina's," she says. "Same brand, 
too." Then she stares down at Tracey herself: "You're like her in so many ways. Thank you for 
reminding me of my love." We see a smirk growing across Tracey's face as Helene lights a 
candle on the bedside table. Helene continues: "I never guessed it would come to this... 
especially with you here." She then rolls her chair into the bathroom, gently latching the door. 
Tracey's eyes shoot open, and she questions herself: "What did she mean 'I never guessed it 
would come to this?... What's that all about?" // "You're being melodramatic, Alina," she responds 
to herself. Alina's half of Tracey begs Tracey's half to intervene: "Melodrama is in her nature. Go 
knock on the door!" 
  



 
 
"Helene! Helene! Hi! I just woke up. How are you?" Tracey pounds on the bathroom door, trying 
not to be too aggressive, but letting her nerves get away from her. "Helene, let me in! I want to 
see you, baby!" We hear rifling on the other side of the door: Drawers open and close, Helene 
clears her throat, and something else—is that a plastic pill bottle being unscrewed?—followed by 
a crashing sound of dozens of pills hitting the floor, and Helene saying "God dammit!" as they 
spill. "Helene! Helene! Let me in!" More pounding on the door, but it's locked. Then, Alina speaks 
(through Tracey, and TO Tracey): "Kick it in, Tracey. Kick it in, baby! KICK IT!" And then Tracey 
takes a step back and kicks, with all her strength, against the door, which breaks mercilessly at 
the lock and swings open. There, Helene is sitting on the floor beside her wheelchair, collecting 
the painkillers in her hand—and ready to swallow them. She holds a glass of red wine in the other 
hand, and stares blankly at Tracey as they both freeze. 
 
  



CHAPTER 23 

 
 
"It can't come to this," says Tracey to Helene. She's cautious to move any closer, at risk of 
Helene reacting fast. "Honey, honey. Please. You've fought long and hard. You can't take 
yourself down now." Helene, very matter of fact: "I'm tired of battling the things that will ultimately 
win. I'm in pain all day. Physical. Mental. Emotional. My entire life is behind me. You wouldn't 
understand, Tracey." // "I'm not Tracey. I'm Alina. It's me, Helene. It's actually me. I'm in here, in 
this body now." Helene just stares back, speechless, confused. Tracey—or Alina, rather—
continues: "I've been with Tracey ever since I left Ward. And I was with him ever since I left you. 
But baby, I'm here. Why would you take your own life when I've worked so hard to get back to 
you?" Helene, finally finding her words: "Bullshit. Tracey. Bullshit. I don't buy any of that." 
  



 
Tracey lunges towards Helene, to get the pills out of her hand. There's a brief struggle, but 
Helene is just too weak to win. She screams in pain as Tracey squeezes her hand and then pries 
it open. Helene surrenders the pills, and spills her wine all over the floor. She's just as sad about 
that, trying to drink what little remains. Then, she speaks again: "You're not Alina. Stop the act. I 
think you need help more than me, Tracey. Or perhaps just some love. Something more than the 
attention you seek." // "No, Helene. You said it yourself. We made love, you saw me inside 
Tracey. The way Tracey writes, it's just like me." // "It's so disrespectful, what you're doing. After 
all Alina and Ward and I did to help you. Wasting your talent on all this meddling." // "Ask me 
anything. Something about us. I'll answer it!" // "When is our anniversary?" Tracey doesn't know. 
She fumbles for an answer... Helene's questions continue: "What's my mother's name?" Still 
nothing. "My father's name?" Nothing. "Where did I propose? Where was your apartment when 
we met? Where did we first live together? What was our dog's name?" The pace and intensity 
picks up, as does the fury in Tracey's eyes: "Why didn't we ever have kids? Why did we break up 
10 years ago? How long before we got back together? How many copies of your first book did 
you sell? What are you allergic to? How many questions do I have to ask before you give up your 
ridiculous act? YOU'RE NOT MY WIFE." Tracey backhands Helene. 
  



 
 
Tracey marches out of the bathroom, tearing art and photos off the wall in the bedroom as she 
makes her grand exit. Helene crawls out of the bathroom and locates her cellphone on the bed 
stand, next to the candle she lit. Tracey is in the living room now, breaking things, cursing, 
shrieking. Helene calls the police. As it rings, Tracey storms back into the room. Helene very 
quickly sets the phone down beside the table, on the floor. We hear a faint "Hello, 911, please 
state your emergency..." as Tracey and Helene make eye contact. "All this commotion, and you 
thought I was the irrational one," Helene laughs. "So Ward was right this whole time. You're a 
liability. A fraud. Too incapable of making your own place; you've got to latch onto everyone 
else's success, with little regard for their hard work, or the precious nature of their lives." Tracey 
makes one last attempt to convince Helene: "I swear. Helene. It's me. Alina. I'm in here. See? 
See??" She kneels down to Helene's level, staring her in the eyes from but a few inches away. 
"I'm in here... I'm in here! Baby I'm in here." // "I don't care if you are. You can never give me what 
you once did. Not as Tracey." She pauses briefly, then: "Before I die, I'm going to get your name 
off that book. It doesn't belong next to hers." 

  



 
 
Now Tracey is unhinged. "I'll help you finish your own job," she says. In one quick—and 
somewhat impressive—motion, she grabs and throws Helene onto the bed. She straddles 
Helene, who doesn't fight much. Tracey starts choking her; Helene is alarmed at first, but then 
allows it. She stares painfully into Tracey's eyes, confused and hurt, but terrifyingly sedated at the 
same time. Tracey is quiet, too; almost unnerved that Helene isn't fighting. But suddenly, there's 
smoke and a beam of light coming from out of frame. Helene holds the candle from the bedside 
just below Tracey's shirt, which has caught aflame. It's starting to burn Tracey, so she releases 
Helene from her grip and tends to the shirt. She struggles to peel it off, but now her pants have 
caught fire, too. She finally strips off the shirt and tosses it onto the bed, which itself slowly 
catches. The pants are next; Tracey shrieks "You bitch!" at Helene, who can barely move as 
flames rise around her. The pants are off, and, in nothing but her underwear, Tracey sprints out of 
the bedroom, out of the apartment, and into the stairwell. Pedestrians marvel as she exits onto 
the dark, snow-covered street below, and as Tracey exits the frame, we see an orange beacon of 
light, burning hot in a window, a few stories in the air.  
  



 
 
Tracey runs barefoot and nearly naked to her apartment. She doesn't have the keys though, and 
she's freezing. She rings all the buzzers. One voice comes over the intercom: "Who is it?" Tracey 
yells back: "LET ME IN! I LIVE HERE!" The voice: "Oh hell no!" Tracey screams in anger. She 
runs to the side of the building and sees the fire escape dangling maybe seven feet overhead. 
She tries jumping a few times to grab it and yank it down. She slips once, falling onto her side. 
Her right leg is covered in cuts now, but she gets up to try again. This time, she clutches the fire 
escape with a few fingers, and dangles before it gives and comes crashing down. It'd be a 
success for Tracey if she hadn't fallen as well: This time, she's hit her head on the pavement. 
She's frozen on the ground—quite literally, too—and we pull close up to her face, as her breath 
dissipates into the icy air: "Baby. What do we do?" A brief pause. Then: "Alina? ... Baby? It's me. 
Where are you? Baby? Baby? It's Tracey. Answer me. Alina..." We pull out, overhead, pitying the 
poor woman in this miserable, compromised state. 
  



CHAPTER 24 

 
 
Tracey opens her eyes. It takes a while for her to get acquainted with her surroundings: It 
appears we're back in a hospital room, just like at the beginning of our time spent following her. 
Again, there's a bandage around her head—now more severe—but Tracey seems rather lucid. 
She panics when she realizes her hands are strapped to either side of the bed. She yanks on 
them, fraught and confused, before a nurse walks in. "Hello Sadey," the nurse says. "I'm Elaine; 
I'll be helping you this week. Do you remember what happened? How are you feeling; how's your 
head? You had quite the fall there." Elaine is being polite, but her questions seem to exist if only 
to replace the silence; she doesn't expect any answers, nor does she want any. Then, a 
buttoned-up man with a police badge walks in the room, followed by a middle-aged woman in a 
winter jacket. The woman and Tracey lock eyes, and Tracey panics even more. "Hi Sadey," the 
woman says, with reservation. We study the woman, and see that she looks an awful lot like 
Tracey, perhaps 30 years her senior. Tracey pulls harder on the straps, furious now: "No. What 
are you doing here? NO!" 

  



 
 
Now we're alone with Tracey and the woman who entered her hospital room. Words have been 
said, and neither woman can look at the other. Then, the visitor: "We can't get you off the hook 
this time. Especially if this Helene lady is dead." A pause. She continues: "Dr. Thompson says 
you haven't been to see her in months now. You're behind on all your refills. You know what this 
leads to, Sadey. We've--" Tracey cuts her off: "Tracey." // "You're still Sadey to me." // "Then you 
have no business being here." // "Sadey--" // "TRACEY! TRACEY! God dammit." // "Honey. I'm 
here to take you home. Until any hearings, whatever those will entail. I need you to be a bit more 
cooperative--" // "I don't want your help." // "Trust me, you'll be a lot better with us than you will be 
in the facilities here." // "I don't want your help." A pause. "Well, for the record, this is the 
conclusion that both of us prefer." She grabs her jacket, finds her keys, and has some parting 
words: "Please stop pulling other people into your hell. Or pushing them." They make eye contact 
one last time—silently—before Tracey's mother leaves. Tracey sits in her hospital bed, arms tied 
to either side, hanging her head in shame, or perhaps relief. 
  



 
 
It's nighttime. Tracey's door is cracked, and a light bleeds in from the hallway. Tracey is awake, 
but it looks like she's doped up. Her eyes struggle to focus, and she's sweating at the brow. She 
looks to her right, searching for someone. Then to the left. Again to the right. Then again to the 
left, slower this time as she pans the room. She swallows air, though it seems like her throat is 
dry from the strain involved. We watch this again from a wider shot, and we hear footsteps pass 
in the hallway as a shadow strobes over the light; the steps come and go, then it's silent again. 
Tracey stares blankly to the right, now inhaling slowly, exhaling, inhaling, exhaling; she's not 
searching the room anymore. 
  



 
 
Tracey's nurse Elaine comes in the next morning to check the monitors. She jots some notes and 
replaces the IV. They're both quiet; Elaine smiles politely after awkward eye contact, and then 
Tracey breaks the silence: "You're very pretty. Are you married?" Elaine, trying to be polite, acts 
like this is a normal thing. "Why thank you, Sadey. Yes, I am married. My husband's name is 
Xavier. He's handsome. Charming and kind." // "How lucky for you. But he's lucky too." // "Very 
sweet, thank you." // "You said your name is Elaine?" // "That's right." // "I've always wanted to be 
a nurse." // "Is that right?" // "My whole life." // "Maybe it's not too late." // "Maybe you can teach 
me." Elaine is now finished scribbling notes, so she smiles politely and readies to leave. Tracey 
stops her: "Elaine. Is she dead?" // "Sorry, who?" // "Helene. Heh. It sounds just like your name. 
Elaine. Helene..." (trailing off) "...and Alina..." // "I can't answer that for you," Elaine says. // 
"Because you aren't allowed to? Or because you don't know?" // "Well, both." // "Elaine." // "Yes?" 
// "I hope she's alive." // "I do, too."  
 
  



 
 
It's night again. Tracey has hardly slept, and she's nowhere close to sleeping now. There are 
tears in her eyes, and she scans the room. She whispers: "Where have you gone, love? Where 
are you?" Then her sniffling turns into sobs. She tries raising her arms again and starts shaking 
the bed. She's near hysterical. "WHERE ARE YOU? BABY? WHERE ARE   YOU?" Two nurses 
and a security guard rush into the room, followed moments later by a doctor. They sedate her as 
she screams and wails, then she calms. The tears slow, but they aren't gone completely. The 
doctor assuages her: "There, there. All better, Sadey." "Where is she?" Tracey cries.  "Where is 
who?" Now Tracey sniffles, turns to face the doorway, and looks longingly out of it. "Elaine. 
Where's Elaine?" // "She'll be back tomorrow. Why don't you get some rest?" They all exit, but 
one of the nurses props the door open fully. She smiles to Tracey as she exits, and we pull in 
slowly on Tracey's face as she babbles: "Where are you, love? Come back to me. Elaine. Come 
back to me. Baby... come back. Please. Come back to me, Elaine. Please. My love. Please. 
Please. Please. Elaine..." We fade out on Tracey. 
  



CHAPTER 25 

 
 
We fade in on Helene, who is also in a hospital bed. She's awake, if only just recently. Ward is 
there, holding her hand. Helene has started processing everything: "We need to be sure she gets 
help." Ward isn't so forgiving: "She's psychotic, Helene. Let's just write her off." // "I don't mean to 
suggest that I want her back in my life, however short it may be. But, she has nobody looking out 
for her. So, even if they lock her up, let's make sure she can get well. At least in the head." We 
pull out wider on the scene, and there's a nurse standing in the doorway. She's a little confused: 
"I meant, is there anything I can do, for you? Like, right now?" // "Oh, sorry, dear. Yes, yes. Have 
you any shiraz?" 
 
  



 
 
Ward pushes Helene's wheelchair around the hospital. They're out for a stretch. Helene looks 
fairly well considering her overall health and the incident at her home. Really, she doesn't look 
much different than we last saw her. She keeps looking up at Ward, though she tries to do so 
without turning her head towards him. She's trying to find the right time—or the right words—and 
she keeps holding back. Ward notices: "What is it, love?" // "Oh. Well. I just wanted to say—" // "I 
know what you want to say." // "No you don't." // "You want to say you're sorry. That you shouldn't 
have written me off and listened to Tracey." // "It's not that I wrote you off. But I thought some 
space might be good and—" // "You trusted her more than me." // "I trusted you both. But I was 
wrong to—" // "You don't have to apologize for anything, Helene. I'm the one who opened the 
gate for all of this. For Tracey's entrance into our lives, for Alina's exit from our lives." // "I guess 
we're both just miserable, aren't we? Drowned in guilt." // "That's why I love your company, 
Helene." Ward rests his hand on Helene's shoulder, and she places her opposite hand atop his. 
 
  



 
 
Ward and Helene return to her hospital room. Her assistant Kyle and his wife are there with 
flowers, and flanking them are a dozen other bouquets. The nurse brings in one more, too: 
"These keep coming," she says. "And they keep getting fancier and fancier. This one is from 
Grace Coddington!" After greeting her guests, Helene signals Ward and the nurse to help her 
back into bed. They hoist her carefully and tuck her in. "How long will you be here?" Kyle asks. "A 
few days more," Helene says. "They want to monitor everything, especially with my other issues. 
Though, I don't know where I'll go when I leave. It's not like I have a home right now." // "You can 
stay with us." "Yes," Kyle's wife says. "We insist. It'd be our pleasure. Anything you need." "Very 
kind of you," Helene says. "I'll try to find something near my place, near Ward. But I'll let you 
know if that changes." A pause, then Kyle again: "It's a miracle you didn't get any burns. I went 
with Ward by the apartment. It's like the flames just built a wall around you on the bed." Helene 
doesn't have an explanation, or any thoughts. She just shrugs. 
 
  



 
 
Helene is alone at night, asleep in her hospital bed. The door to the hallway is ajar, so there's 
some light pouring in across her face. She's stirring a bit, having a lucid dream. Her lips quiver. A 
single tear runs from her closed eyes, and as it creeps past the top of her nose, Helene springs 
awake with a gasp. Now, she's breathing heavily, and panicking as she searches the room. She 
starts sobbing, and pulls her sheet up over her mouth to mask any noise. "When does it stop?" 
she whimpers. "How do I stop needing you here?" 
 
  



 
 
Helene relaxes in a full-body scanner. Her doctor monitors the process. Inside, Helene looks 
quite calm. She's been here numerous times. Next, we're in her hospital room. Helene looks 
befuddled. Then again, so does the doctor. "What do you mean, it's gone?" Helene asks. "I... I... 
don't know, Helene," her doctor replies. "But it's gone. I want to run a few more tests, but... I think 
you've won, again." // "This must be an error. I practically had a death sentence..." // "I can't 
believe it, either. But, once they get you on your feet again...you'll be as good as new." // "This 
isn't what I wanted! I was cool with the cancer! I liked it this time! I wanted it to win." // "I'm sorry to 
bear such bad news. And how sad that this inexplicable thing was wasted on you..." // "Sorry. I'm 
being a prat. I'm just sure it's a mistake." // "It seems not." // "Wow." // "Yeah. Wow." Helene 
stares forward, dumbfounded and blindsided. 
 

  



CHAPTER 26 

 
 
Helene sits with another doctor now, this one examining x-rays of her hip. "Everything looks like 
it's going to heal perfectly fine," he says. "Not common for a person of your age, but with a little 
rehabilitation, I think you could recover almost scotch-free." Helene stares blankly at him; she has 
no words, and doesn't look particularly excited. "Any, uh... any questions?" he asks. "Sorry," 
Helene says, falling out of her mini trance. "This is a lot to think about, seeing as I've sort of been 
thinking about dying for a couple years." // "Well, you're not getting any younger." // "Thank you." 
// "I mean, you should still proceed with care. You're fragile, you know. Healing, but fragile. Don't 
hurry yourself anywhere. Give everything a little extra time. You could still live to be 90 or 100, 
especially if you keep off the cigarettes, and maybe cut back to one glass of wine per day." 
Helene scowls. The doctor stands corrected: "I meant, one glass per meal... uh... including 
breakfast... and before bed." // "Thank you. That's great news." 
 
  



 
 
"I can't live another thirty years, can I?" Helene says to Ward over lunch in Park Slope. "I'm going 
to have a heart attack just thinking about it. Surely the cancer can return, and consume me before 
then?" // "I couldn't me more pleased," Ward says. "Maybe if I get re-married, you can be the 
proxy grandma to my kids." // "I was supposed to be the proxy aunt in the first place..." // "Well, I 
do apologize if Amanda's untimely death negatively affected you." He's kidding, of course, and 
they both chuckle a little. Helene's chuckle turns into a slow, steady, sob though. It's mildly 
humorous, especially to Ward: "Oh please, Helene. Come on. Come ON! The world is still out 
there. We'll travel. We'll both find new love. We'll be together." // "I just... so romanticized worms 
eating me and becoming one with the earth and not having to... I dunno... THINK. Or FEEL. Or 
NOT FEEL. You know?" He half smiles, and she continues: "Aww, who am I even bickering to? 
Of course you know. I'm sorry, Ward." // "I just want to return the favor to you, that's all. You 
supported me, I'm supporting you." 
 
  



 
 
They ready to leave, and Ward starts pushing Helene's chair as she changes the subject. She's 
in search of some optimism: "Are you dating anyone?" // "I'm dating everyone." // "Show me. All 
of them. I want to judge them." // "On what merit, dare I ask?" // "On how badly I want to meet 
them for myself." // "At which point they'd just lose interest in me. Precisely why I haven't told any 
of them we're friends." Ward opens his phone to some of the photos, and shows Helene one 
woman's picture: "This is Meredith. She's 34. CTO of this startup that sells pet food. Recently 
broke up with her fiancée, lives in TriBeCa." // "I'd sleep with her." // "Thanks, Helene." // "Well, I 
would. That's a compliment." // "I'm glad your head is finally in the right place." // "Not yet it isn’t, 
but bring her by the house..." // "You don't even have a house." // "Oh so THAT'S how we're 
gonna play this?" They both laugh. 
 
  



 
 
Helene rolls herself into her studio one weekend afternoon. She goes to her desk, takes out some 
utensils, and then sets everything on a table, where she does some sketches. She draws a model 
wearing a blazer and high-waisted pants. The woman in the sketch has smart glasses, and 
Helene gives her long, black hair. We see now that she is sketching Alina. Helene goes to a large 
closet and opens it, revealing dozens of rolls of stunning fabric. She selects a few, then gets to 
work measuring, cutting, sewing, and testing it on a mannequin. It's dark now, very late, and 
Helene finishes. She finds a wig that fits the role, and then goes to her desk and takes out a pair 
of cracked glasses. They're Alina's... recovered from the accident, most likely. She stretches 
herself up to put the glasses in place. Then, she rolls herself back, and marvels. She purses her 
hands up against her mouth, and can hardly contain the emotion. She's recreated Alina, and 
beautifully. 
 
  



 
 
Helene fights to get the newly designed clothes onto her own body. She struggles only because 
it's cumbersome; she has a crafty way of slithering herself into the pant legs, and has no issues 
with the blazer. She snatches the wig and glasses from the mannequin's head, and rolls herself 
to a nearby mirror. She fashions the wig just so, puts on some red lip, and musses the hair a bit. 
Then, she puts on the glasses and looks in the mirror. It's blurry, of course, since Alina's 
prescription is strong. Plus the lenses are cracked. She squints, but as her focus adjusts, Helene 
doesn't see Alina anymore. It's Tracey staring back at her in the mirror—like, actually Tracey—so 
Helene rips the glasses off and turns away. She shakes her head, mumbling "stupid waste of 
your day" as she packs everything up. 
 
  



CHAPTER 27 

 
 
Helene sits in the living room of her smoke-stained apartment. Everything is packed up, and the 
bedroom is blocked off. It seems as if someone else did her packing, because she's going 
through each box, auditing her belongings to see what has been salvaged. She pulls out a plaque 
that reads "Fashion Institute of Technology // Helene Hill // 1974 // Best Young Designer Award." 
We flash to back then—a young Helene wins the award from her professors, and then attends a 
reception afterwards. A handsome young man in a buttoned blazer congratulates her. We cut to 
the two of them moving in together. We cut to Helene working diligently for an older designer, late 
one evening. She has a wedding ring now. We cut to her arriving home late: "I don't think I have it 
in me anymore, to design," she says to her husband. "What's the end goal? If you can't start your 
own label, you just fall behind." // "So start your own label. You have the knack." // "We don't have 
the money." // "My father has the money." // "Harvey, no." // "I'm not debating it. Let's do it." Now, 
we're back to present-day Helene, smiling nostalgically. 
  



 
Another box: Photos of Helene and Alina. One is dated March 1997, and shows a young Alina 
(25ish), and a young-er Helene (mid 40s). They're smooching at a cocktail party, surrounded by 
models and flashy fashion people. We cut to the scene: Alina is shy—she's comfortable and 
happy to be there, but it's all very foreign to her. Helene squeezes her arm: "I thought you were 
used to this stuff, what with all those Vanity Fair parties." // "Well, those are for work. Everyone 
has their face on. This... this is like, wild! I mean, I waited for the toilet with Naomi Campbell." // 
"Did she take a while in there?" // "Yeah, why?" // "Never mind. Relax, Alina. You're with me. 
Everyone is excited to meet you." // "I feel like a fraud!" // "You're not a fraud. You're a talented 
writer. Even if it wasn't true, these cronies would believe it. But more importantly, I believe it, and 
you need to believe it, too. Because it's true. Let's get more wine!" Helene slips into the kitchen to 
refill their bottles. A chic woman with a Rachel Green haircut follows her in, and corners her: "Is 
that the girl you were telling us all about?" // "She's no girl. She's a very talented woman. A 
writer... and yes. That's her. Alina." // "Have you told Harvey yet?" Helene smiles politely as she 
pours two glasses: "I'll get around to it. Whenever he's home again. Whenever that is. He'll be 
relieved." // "It's good to see you smiling again, Helene." Back to present-day Helene, who tucks 
the photo into her planner. 

  



 
 
(Yes, we’re aware she has 6 fingers here. Oopsies!) 
 
Helene does some digging, and pulls out a few books. They're Alina's. She opens the jacket to 
one, and turns to the back of the book, to Alina's author biography. She reads it aloud, but quietly, 
as we zoom into the author photo and the context in which it was shot: Alina posing on their 
couch as Helene beams from behind the camera man. The photo shoot continues as Helene's 
voice narrates: "Alina Elgin is a three-time New York Times bestselling author, who skyrocketed 
to fame with 1999's 'Fuel for the Flame', followed by 'High Tide at St. Malo' and 'Regal, Illegal'. 
She lives in New York City with her wife, the designer Helene Hill, and their Labrador, Abbey." 
Back to Helene—still warmed by nostalgia—as she leafs to a page at the front of the book. We 
get a C/U on the page: It's the author's dedication page. Alina's words read: "To my dear Helene. 
Without you, I would not be possible. Eternity, in your arms, shall be transcendent." Helene's 
eyes scan the text many times over. She runs her fingers over the words, as if to absorb each 
one.  
 
  



 
Another box: Helene fishes out a pair of silk gloves. We flash back to the gloves on her hands, 
which grip Alina's hands; they're seated side by side at an awards gala; it's more recent, judging 
by their clothing and age. We pan out, and see on the large projectors that it's the CFDA's annual 
awards—2006. The woman at the podium looks down to Helene, who stares back humbly. 
"Helene Hill is why half of us in this room are working," says the speaker. "Her vision, her 
generosity, her influence over the industry has... blown open our public visibility, making fashion 
more accessible, yet still ambitious. The modern woman works hard to own Helene Hill garments, 
because she feels like her best self in those clothes. Helene—the woman AND the brand—
transforms anyone from acceptable to exceptional. I am so honored to give her this award 
tonight..." The accolades fade and we flash to an afterparty, where Helene mingles with other 
guests—no sign of Alina; Helene glances around the room, searching for her wife. She politely 
excuses herself. Cut to: Outside the party, Alina leans against the building, her jacket wrapped 
around her shoulders. Her makeup is smeared. Helene, also bundled up, lights a cigarette. 
"Baby, what's the matter?" she asks. Alina searches for the words, then: "I don't deserve you. I 
don't deserve anything you've given me. I'm an imposter. I'm only successful because you made 
me that way. Otherwise, I'd be average. I believe 'acceptable' is the word that was used?" // 
"Alina..." // "I'm going to go home. And then I'm going to find somewhere else to live." // "Alina..." 
Now Helene starts to cry. "I'm so sorry, Helene." Alina pauses as they lock eyes, and then slowly 
walks away. Now we're back to Helene in the living room—she gently re-places the gloves in the 
box. 
  



 
 
Last from the boxes, a pink Hawaiian lei. We cut to: Helene and Alina smiling together at a luau. 
They're wearing their leis, and are seated next to Ward and his wife Amanda, also adorned 
accordingly. It's just a few years prior, maybe 2013 or 2014. They're all cheering on a 
performance, looking around at one another and laughing. Helene takes a moment to marvel at 
her wife, as Alina herself studies the show. Everything moves slowly, mostly because Helene is 
so drowned by love and happiness. Suddenly, she has to cough, and it's really aggressive. It 
takes everyone out of the moment, as Helene grabs her napkin and coughs into it. There's blood 
on the napkin once she pulls it away from her mouth. Only Alina sees it otherwise, and Helene 
quickly folds the napkin and excuses herself. Ward and Amanda look concerned as Alina follows 
her wife to the restroom. We cut to a doctor's office, where a doctor exits the room while Alina 
and Helene sit together, very sober. Helene fights tears. She wants so badly to be brave. Alina 
takes her hand. "Eternity," she says. "That's how long I'll be by your side, fighting with you. But I 
need you to fight, too." Helene squeezes Alina's hand, to acknowledge her, to express her 
gratitude. Now, we're back in the living room, close-up on Helene's fist as it clutches the lei. Then, 
wide on Helene, who puts the lei away and finds her glass of wine, eager to chase her emotions. 
  



CHAPTER 28 

 
 
Helene and Ward sit in the back of a cab. She's paging through a manuscript, nodding every so 
often and making "hmmm" sounds as she reads. Ward watches her, half entertained, half 
uncertain. "It's actually quite good," Helene says. "I think this is my favorite passage in the whole 
thing, this bit at the Moroccan restaurant." She laughs to herself, amused at whatever that scene 
in the book must entail. Ward is quiet yet. Helene tucks the papers into her bag as the cab comes 
to a halt. "What's your opinion on it?" she asks him, while putting her sunglasses on. He opens 
his door and exits, then comes around to her side and helps her out. She's using a cane now, so 
he takes her bag as well and helps walk her to the curb. They're outside the publisher's office. "I 
think it's very good, too," he finally responds. "It's not Alina's voice, but it's still outstanding. Such 
a shame." 
 
  



 
 
They're in the publisher's office now, across from the woman we've seen on a couple occasions. 
She speaks: "Now, luckily, the contracts were never fully renegotiated to include Tracey's 
authorship. She's still just a ghostwriter. So we can sweep all this under the rug and market it as 
Alina's last title." She pauses, waiting for Helene to respond. Helene has a question: "What about 
Tracey's impending contract to write a few other books?" "Well, those we did sign. So, we may 
have to buy Tracey out." // "Is this decision final?" // "Well, given what's transpired, I'm sure you 
understand. It's a tragedy, but of course nothing like losing Alina. We want to honor the legacy 
here, and there are plenty of talented writers we can bring on to round out our calendar." Helene 
looks to Ward, who shrugs in a "what can you do?" way, then she turns back to the publisher: "I 
want Tracey's name on this book. Not Alina's." 
  



 
 
"What the hell are you doing?" Ward snaps. He's furious. The publisher is surprised, too, but far 
less spirited about it than Ward. Helene explains her reasoning for giving Tracey full authorship 
credit: "It just doesn't read like Alina, the way a book in her series should. Everyone knows she's 
gone. So...just pass on the torch. Give Tracey a chance." "This is the woman who tried to kill you, 
might I remind you?" Ward continues. "...and who is indirectly responsible for Alina's accident..." 
Helene stays poised and puts her hand on Ward's to calm him. "I can understand if you want to 
buy her out of her contract. But if she can get help, and if she can get better, then wouldn't it be 
reassuring to know that she can re-start her career with a sound credit in her name?" "She 
doesn't even know her own name," Ward mumbles. Helene again: "I don't need this money. And 
Alina, I trust, would respect any decision I want to make. She was very set on taking credit 
for   her own work, for being good on her own merit. And she was." The publisher nods, as if to 
say "I understand." "You can divorce me from further involvement here," Helene says. She's done 
talking now. She turns to Ward, who is starting to cool down, and she smiles. 
  



 
 
Now Helene is at her studio. She's just arriving, even though it's late. Kyle is the only one there. "I 
knew you'd still be here," she says as she slowly makes her way toward his work station. "You 
should be home with your lovely Mrs." "She's working late too, I'm afraid," he says. "We're made 
for each other that way, I suppose." He pulls out some designs to show her: "I have the winter 
proofs for you to approve. And I'm all set to go to Copenhagen next week for the trade show, but I 
want you to sign off on those expenses." // "Why don't you send Charlie to Copenhagen? She 
needs some new responsibilities, or else we're gonna lose her." // "Well, if she starts doing my 
job, then whose job will I do?" He chuckles to himself, while Helene stays quiet. Then it hits him, 
why she's here. "Oh, Helene. No. No no no." // "It's far past that time, Kyle," she says, grinning 
while fighting to stay composed. "This business is yours." 
 
  



 
 
Helene and Kyle eat carryout food at one of the work stations. Kyle's wife enters, having retrieved 
a bottle of shiraz from the kitchen. She opens it and pours three glasses, which are then 
toasted—"To Helene, the woman, and her women, all of them that she has inspired. And maybe 
a man or two, also." They dive into their respective cartons of Thai food, and Helene studies the 
young couple as they all eat. It's a lovely back and forth between them. She tests his food, then 
feeds him a bite of hers. He doesn't like hers, but she loves his, so she helps herself to more. 
"You're the rudest wife I've had," he jokes. They kiss. She notices Helene studying them, so she 
swallows her food and asks: "Helene, do you have any advice for Kyle?" "Oh, he's gotten plenty 
of advice—and nonsense—from me over the years. He can do whatever he wants with this 
company. EXCEPT, he better keep my name on all the tags." Kyle smiles, and lifts his glass to 
Helene again: "I would work under no other name. This will always be your house, love." 
 
  



CHAPTER 29 

 
 
Helene sits in the lobby of a large office. She's surrounded by news tickers, and studies one 
intently as a young office page retrieves her: "Ms. Hill, Mr. Kleinhaus is ready for you. Helene 
hoists herself up and steadies her cane, just as an old, sharply dressed man in a trench coat 
appears behind the page. "Helene. I thought we'd go to Stousser's. You love their lunch." // "YOU 
love their lunch. I haven't been there in 20 years." // "Even better." Cut to the two of them studying 
menus at a white tablecloth establishment. "It's exactly the same," Helene remarks. "Even the 
typeface on the menu is the same." "It's hard to find any reliable consistencies in life," the man 
remarks. "So, this is sort of my rock." Helene rolls her eyes. "Are you blaming your ADD on 
others?" // "Certainly not." // "Because that, Harvey, is something that will not have changed." He 
shrugs like "so sue me" and smiles. She huffs and shakes her head as she returns to the menu. 
 
  



 
 
"Are you seeing anyone?" Helene asks Harvey. He swallows a bite as he nods. "I suppose so," 
he replies through his chewing. "For a month is all. She's at the network, in development." // 
"Another intern?" // "An associate, thank you." // "You will go to your grave having always gotten 
what you wanted." // "I worked hard, Helene. You saw it." // "I did. I won't discount you. But damn, 
if anybody ever told you 'no', I'd love to be there to see it." // "You were there." // "I was." // "I 
remember it well," Harvey says. Helene smiles: "You cried. I remember that well." // "I didn't cry." 
He's defensive. "Not really debatable, darling," She sips her wine. "Where is Ginny, anyway?" 
"She remarried, twice I think. More recently to some oil hound in Texas." Helene chuckles. 
Harvey only gets paranoid: "What? What's so funny?" // "Listen to yourself." // "What do you 
mean?" // "Everyone is just so disposable to you. You don't even know what your ex-wife is up 
to? You had a child with her! Doesn't Emily tell you anything?" // "Emily and I barely speak." // 
"Because you're fucking women her age, Harvey! You're not exactly a role model." // "Dammit 
Helene. I wanted to have a nice lunch." // "Then you shouldn't have invited me. You know better." 
She sips her wine and stares coldly at him. Then: "Would you care to ask me anything, since you 
dragged me here?" 
  



 
 
"I'm retiring," Harvey says to Helene. "I'll be done by May. I saw the announcements your team 
made, and thought we could celebrate together over lunch today. I haven't told anyone else yet." 
// "Not even your girlfriend?" // "Helene..." // "Sorry. But Harvey, this is great news. 
Congratulations. Are you happy?" // "Are you?" // "I-- I'm relieved. I'm absolutely relieved. My life 
is almost 100 percent different now than it was a year ago. Suddenly I'm a free agent. Free of 
everything. My home. My wife. My career. And I'm not even gonna die now." // "What?" // "The 
cancer came back, except in my spine, just before Alina died. Then I broke my hip. In case you 
were going to ask about my cane. But, I got better. Completely better." // "Oh my God, I had no 
idea. I'm terrible, Helene, I'm so sorry--" // "I didn't want you to know. That's why you didn't know. I 
wanted to die. I still do. Someone told me the other day that I could still have another great love. 
Like, another you or another Alina. Isn't that just fucked up? After all this, I could start over, 
square one, learn the rules, and build a new life? What's the point?" // "That is the point, darling." 
  



 
 
"Maybe you won't get a third 'great love' as you say," Harvey continues. "Sounds like you don't 
want that to happen anyway, but what's there to be afraid of? Why don't you get out there, just to 
seek intimacy with new, also-vulnerable people? Or to have sex with anyone. Or everyone! Old 
people know how to do it best, but young people know how to do it most eagerly. It's fantastic." // 
"I haven't exactly been shriveled up, I'll have you know." // "Congratulations. So go out and find 
somebody else. Or at least find another Helene, from someplace inside you. You don't owe it to 
me or Alina to be miserable for the rest of your life. I'm miserable enough for the both of us." // 
"You're fucking a 26-year-old." // "She is 31." // "She's 31 and she's only an associate? Ha!" // 
"Lay off! I don't even need the pills with her. She gets me there." // "Gross, Harvey. I'm glad she's 
so eager. Is she your next 'great love'?" // "No. Absolutely not." // "How many have there been, for 
you?" // "One." // "Don't say that, Harvey." // "It's true, Helene. One." // "You broke your own damn 
heart." // "Well, I got on living my life, even if I have hated myself for the last 20 years. So why 
don't you give it a try?" 
  



 
 
Harvey helps Helene into a cab. "Where to?" he asks her. "I'm renting a furnished apartment in 
Prospect Heights. Have to move into my own place next week. Still have to find that place." // 
"That'll be in the neighborhood, too?" // "I'll never leave Prospect Heights, dear." // "Maybe I 
should move back." // "No, you stay in Manhattan. It suits you." // "Let's have our next meeting 
there." // "So they're called meetings? And... I'm to believe this is regular?" // "Would you prefer I 
call them 'dates'?" // "I would not prefer that. I leave it to you to plan our recurring, ex-spousal, 
recent retiree committee meetings." // "And I shall." They kiss on the lips, like old friends, and he 
shuts the cab door for her. The car drives away, and we study Harvey's face as he watches it go: 
He adores her, painfully. 
 
  



CHAPTER 30 

 
 
Tracey sits in a dorm-style room, atop a twin bed. The walls are bare, colorless. She's wrapped in 
a blanket, reading a book. A knock at her door, which is already propped open. It's Helene: "Can I 
come in?" Tracey closes her book and sheepishly looks to the floor; it's an indirect and ashamed 
"yes". Helene enters. She's still walking with a cane, and has a tote bag. "I brought you 
something else to read," she says. She takes out the manuscript that she had been studying for 
the publisher, and hands it to Tracey. "You did a terrific job with this. You should keep it, so you 
have your final draft. Alina would never read the publisher's last edits; she would only read her 
own final copy." Tracey takes it and sets it at her side. "Well, this is probably my first and last 
book," she says. "So thanks. It'll be nice to remember the career I almost had. I'm sure they'll be 
taking my name off it altogether." Helene is tight-lipped about her kind deed: "Just get back on 
your feet. Stay healthy, stay medicated. You should be fine." // "I hope it's that simple...Why 
exactly did you come to see me?" Tracey asks. Helene crosses her hands, ready to dive in with 
questions.  
  



 

 
"Did you really see Alina?" Helene asks Tracey. It's calm, but it's pointed. It's vulnerable. It needs 
answering. Tracey stares back, uncertain how to answer. "I think so," she says cautiously. "My 
doctors tell me otherwise." She pauses, thinks, and turns away: "Yes." Helene didn't have any 
expectations here; she just needed to know. "Why do you think she came to you?" // "Unfinished 
business, maybe. The book?" // "She went to Ward for that, didn't she?" // "But she left him." // 
"So why you?" // "Maybe she didn't need Ward's help with the book. ... Maybe he was her eyes 
and ears on something else." A pause as Helene lets it soak in. "How would you know that?" // 
"I'm not sure what you're really asking me." // "I'm asking you to tell me what Alina really meant to 
you." // "And why I could see her, but you couldn't?" // "Your explanation might help with that too, 
yes." // "OK. Well..." And Tracey tells Helene everything. 
 
  



 
 
"To say all of that out loud, I realize how crazy it sounds," Tracey says to Helene, having just 
finished all the details of her and Alina's affair. "She wanted to be with you. I was the consolation 
prize. Not even a prize really. Just consolation." Helene knows she has to be stoic here, and she 
maintains a pensive stare as she processes everything. "Please say something," Tracey 
whimpers. "None of that matters now," Helene says. "I'm glad you got to feel for her what I felt for 
her. I am." // "Can you forgive me?" // "There's nothing to forgive, at least in regards to Alina." // 
"I'm so sorry, Helene. For hurting you." // "I know." // "Forgive me, please." // "No." 
 
  



 
 
Tracey cracks. Helene's stern 'no' seems cruel since Tracey is clearly so weak. Nevertheless, 
Helene remains unforgiving—at least on the surface. Tracey, desperate to defend herself, breaks 
into a far-reaching explanation for her behavior: "I killed a girl in high school. On accident. It was 
supposed to be a joke. Everyone thought I did it to...take her spot as editor of the yearbook. How 
stupid would that be? I gave her a pill. It was just supposed to make her fall asleep. To look 
drunk. She fell in the pool. They said I pushed her, because nobody was out there to see her fall 
in. I was in the bathroom when it happened. Everyone thinks I did it, out of ambition. Opportunity." 
She's still waiting anxiously for Helene to say something; it feels so desperate now. Painful. 
Helene, at last: "You'll understand why I believe them and not you. Unwell or not, you're lucky I'm 
still alive. And that I'm not pressing charges." Tracey starts to say 'thank you' but Helene 
interrupts with "You're welcome. Now get better. And don't ever contact me again." This does 
nothing to assuage Tracey. 
  



 
 
Helene readies herself to leave. This is goodbye for the two of them. Tracey, on the verge of 
sobbing, has one thing to add: "I really loved you too. For you. For Alina, yes, but also for you. I 
understand why she was so enraptured. I so want that one day. What you two had. I loved you 
both for that." Helene stares coldly at Tracey, and has some pointed parting words: "Then go 
earn it for yourself. For once in your life, earn something yourself." She leaves Tracey, who looks 
defeated by this ending. We're proud of Helene, but as soon as she's around the corner and 
away from Tracey's view, her confident, poised face dissolves into tears. She can barely catch 
her breath for 20, maybe 30 seconds; this was all bottled up when she was face to face with 
Tracey. Then, quite suddenly, Helene stands upright, wipes her eyes with a kerchief, and lets the 
moment pass. All better.  
 
  



CHAPTER 31 

 
 
Helene directs two furniture delivery guys as they bring a couch into her new apartment. Ward 
and his girlfriend Meredith are there, sorting through a couple boxes and unpacking kitchenware. 
The movers depart; the living room furniture is mostly there, but it all needs rearranging. Ward 
walks over to Helene as she examines the room. "It's a good forced turnover," she says to him. 
"I'm shocked to be renting again. I thought I had escaped that money pit." // "Only, what, six 
months on the fixing-up?" // "At least. But you know, I think I'll sell it." // "No kidding? Wow. Hell, 
I'll buy it from you." // "I won't offer you a discount." // "So sweet of you. What will you do with the 
money you get from me?" // "Travel more, maybe live nowhere, and everywhere." // "Where shall 
we go first?" // "You two should plan a trip. I'll do something alone." // "That's acceptable now, but 
not forever. Where will you go?" // "I really don't care. Somewhere new. I'm tired of nostalgia." 

 
  



 
Meredith is still unpacking things in the next room, which leaves Ward and Helene alone. They've 
done some furniture rearranging. Ward stops to catch his breath; the reorganizing was all on him, 
physically. "Have a seat, dearie," Helene says. He obliges, and she cozies up across from him. "I 
went to visit Tracey," she says. He's not at all surprised: "Of course you did. Why, exactly?" // 
"Never mind why. She's not coming back around. But, Ward... why didn't you ever tell me about 
her and Alina?" He smirks like "Oh, you know about that?"—not guilty, not ashamed. "Because it 
was a mess, and it never should have happened. Because Alina was reacting to your breaking up 
with her. She wanted you; remember that, Helene! She wanted you." // "But what about after she 
passed? You knew, even after Tracey came around and started meddling." // "I chose the better 
of two bad options, I think. She distracted you in a way that was good, for a while." // "Because 
she reminded me of Alina." // "I know. Plus, I knew she was the ticket to getting that book 
finished, which was a favor to Alina." // "What do you think would have happened if you had told 
me?" // "You might have questioned Alina's loyalty." // "I might have." // "And I hate to think your 
feelings or memories would have been compromised. So I made the right... or rather, the less 
wrong, decision." // "I suppose you did." 

 



 

 
 
It's late now. Helene is alone in her apartment. She's standing near one wall, wine in hand. She 
studies the furniture, unsatisfied again with its current order. She sets down her wine on the 
coffee table and starts pushing the heavy loveseat, struggling to get any traction. After slipping, 
she falls to the side and catches herself on the coffee table, but accidentally spills the wine. It 
splashes large red stains across the new white couch. "Oh, piss!" she says. She stands up, 
slightly pained, and limps into the kitchen to get anything that might clean the spill. All she has are 
paper towels, soap, and water. Cut to her scrubbing the large stain, except she's aggravated it; 
the spot is lighter, but it's much bigger now, having bled with the water. Helene can't handle it; 
she throws the paper towels to the floor in a fit, and tries to hold back a breakdown. She scans 
the room, this foreign place. "Thirty more years?!" she huffs. "How?"	

   



 
 
Helene sits across from a lawyer in his office. "Is 'Ward' short for anything?" the lawyer asks. 
"Eduardo," Helene replies. "And Alvaro is spelled A-L-V-A-R-O?" // "Yes." // "Got it. ... Alright, this 
is fairly simple, then, isn't it?" // "As it should be. He's all I've got." // "Just give me a day or two to 
prepare everything for you, and this should be finalized. Does he know he's the sole heir and 
beneficiary?" // "No." // "Will you be telling..." // "No." // "OK." Cut to: Helene walking down Eastern 
Parkway from the subway. She's smiling, studying everything intently. Bikers passing. Two 
mothers pushing strollers. The trees. The Brooklyn Museum. Her old apartment. Quintessential 
Prospect Heights. She looks up at the building, and realizes she is standing right where the 
accident—Alina's accident—occurred. She measures the distance with her eyes, then hears the 
sirens in her head as she examines the surrounding area. Her expression has melted from sheer 
appreciation to one of...contemplation. She takes a deep breath, looks up at the apartment again, 
then goes on her way.	

   



 
 
A candle glows on Helene's coffee table, next to an empty wine glass. She studies the flame, and 
as it dances we see the faint memory of Tracey wrestling her on the bed, just as things boiled 
over. We hear the echo of Tracey's pleas (or was it really Alina?): "I'm not Tracey. I'm Alina. It's 
me, Helene. It's actually me. I'm in here, in this body now." Then, a cigarette enters the shot, as 
Helene lights it in the flame. She pulls the cig to her lips and sucks the smoke like it's her last 
breath. She exhales and looks around the room. Everything is foreign. It's not her home. We hear 
a woman's voice—it's faint—and Helene jerks her head toward the sound. Oh...it's just a neighbor 
woman, from the outside hallway. Helene, however, is looking for someone. Searching for her. 
She takes another huff from the cigarette, watching the paper burn rapidly as she draws it in for 
10 seconds. She tilts her head back, closes her eyes, exhales, and gently rocks her head. Then, 
she floats the cigarette butt into the melted candle wax, and lets it burn on as she grabs a jacket 
and scarf, puts on her shoes, and hurries out the apartment. She's limping a bit; she doesn't take 
her cane. It rests lonely by the door as she exits. 

  



CHAPTER 32 

 
 
Helene, limping a bit, makes her way down the Eastern Parkway boulevard. The Brooklyn 
Museum is illuminated to the south, as are all the pre-wars to the north. Cars whirrrrrr past at a 
quick clip. Helene seems calm. At peace. She is focused on each step, poised and content. She 
stops, turns around, locates her apartment—the home she shared with Alina—and confirms that, 
yes, she's back in the exact spot where Alina was struck. She takes a deep breath, and her 
composure cracks. A tear crawls down her cheek. 

 



 
 
Helene inches her way towards the curb. A couple walks by, and the woman shouts "Be careful, 
lady!" Helene turns, as if she's just there to jaywalk or something, and smiles to the couple. "Yes 
yes, thank you," she says. A truck barrels past, the force of which pushes her backwards a 
couple steps. She recovers and tiptoes again to the curb, then waits for the next car to come. She 
counts down from 5 as it approaches, but as she hits 2, the car changes lanes, one away from 
her, and honks its warning. "Motherfucker," she curses, as more tears pour down her face. She 
stands there, waiting for traffic to pick up again. She can see a light turn green in the distance, 
and the cars build steam towards her. She steps back a bit, so that they don't swerve again, but 
plants her foot, ready to leap. Then, suddenly: "Helene?" She whips her head around. Ward is 
there. 

 
  



 
"What are you doing here?" Helene asks Ward. "Well, I live in the neighborhood, as you know," 
he says. "More importantly... what are YOU doing here? Can you please step back from there?" 
She shakes her head confidently: "This is it, Ward. There's nothing ahead of me. Nothing for me." 
// "We both know that's bullshit, Helene." He steps towards her, and she shouts "No! Stop. I've 
readied for death before. I've been as good as dead for years." // "Helene." // "Can't you see? I 
want this." // "You THINK you want this. You're going to disappoint a lot of people. Alina included. 
And...the 80-year-old Helene who is happy and IS capable of looking forward, no matter how 
short-sighted it seems. Why would you let her down?" Helene diverts the conversation: "How did 
you ever get over Amanda?" It's terse, her delivery. "I didn't," Ward replies. "I won't, ever. But 
anyone who comes into my life will know that she remains with me. There's room for more people 
and experiences in there, but I won't be moving her out." // "Then why did you leave your home, 
when she was still there?" // "She wasn't there, Helene. She was never there again. Just like 
Alina was never with me after she died. Nor with Tracey." Now he's got Helene's attention. Her 
neck is still craned back, her gaze upon Ward is desperate. It craves every word he has to say. 

 
  



 
 
Cars continue to blaze by, honking their horns. Ward tries to talk Helene off the curb: "Sometimes we 
see what we need to see. We manifest what we desperately need to believe," he says. "I needed 
Amanda around, until I didn't need her around. I felt some sort of responsibility for the failed transplant. 
So I carried her with me until I was ready to move past it. Same with Alina, with making sure her book 
would be complete, with looking after you, and seeing that you were content in her wake. And for a 
while, you were. Tracey made you that way. But Helene, Tracey and I didn't see the real Alina. That 
was our guilty conscience trying to atone for something. For me, it was for introducing Alina to Tracey, 
and feeling responsible for the thing that killed her." They stare at each other intensely, and we see in 
the distance a large truck coming our way. Helene looks at it, then she looks back to Ward. Her eyes 
tell him that this is it. He has one last plea: "Helene. Helene! You can't always believe what you see. 
But—you CAN see what you need to believe. You can convince yourself of anything. You can 
convince yourself that you can get past this." // "Goodbye, Ward." She turns towards the truck, which is 
15 seconds away. We hear Ward, but our focus is with Helene: "Helene! Helene! I'm not here. I'm not 
here right now. I'm home with Meredith, watching a movie." She turns back, and Ward's not there. But 
we hear his voice still: "Sometimes we see what we need to see. We manifest desperately what we 
need to believe. ... You don't want to do this." Then, as the truck is a few seconds away, Helene's 
voice cracks: "I don't want to do this!" But her foot slips off the curb, and she stumbles into the truck's 
path.  



 
 
The driver reacts fast, and swerves out of the way. The truck practically flies off its right-side 
wheels as he does. Helene struggles to the curb, to a nearby bench, and sits herself up. The 
truck screeches to a halt and the driver gets out, sprinting to Helene to see that she's OK. She 
assures him: "I am fine. I am fine. I...am fine." He offers her a ride home. Then, we cut to 
Helene's bathroom, where she is climbing carefully into a bubble bath. The room is dimly lit by 
two large candles. She submerges herself into the hot water for 10 seconds, then sits up with a 
deep breath. She wipes the bubbles from her face, and looks around—studying the bathroom, 
still searching for Alina, perhaps. There's a glass of wine on the bath ledge, and she takes a sip. 
Helene savors it, sets the glass down, and sinks into the water. She is up to her chin, while the 
bubbles gather at either side of her head. She swallows the wine, and finds it in herself to smile. 
"Thirty more years," she whispers into the water. "Thirty goddamn more years." She smiles again, 
and sinks underwater. Both candles' flames flicker furiously, the shorter one vanishing to smoke 
as we cut to black.  

 
THE END 


